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Millions of gallons of uranium waste spilled 
a leak and about 10 million gallons of railings escaped, the The royal commission heard testimony about dam failures VANCOUVER (CP)-Mine failings ponds in British 
Columbia have failed six times in thelast l0 years and spilled 
millions of gallons of wastes, says a brief prepared by the 
provincial mines ministry. 
The brief, to be pres~ted at hearings of the provincial 
royal commission into uranium mining, says the worst 
failure occurred in 1969 at a mine near Greenwood insouth- 
omtral B.C. owned by Pheenix Copper Ltd. The dam sprung 
• ,, IJ _ 
ministry said.' 
• Theothe~ failures involvedtailingspondaordamsat mines
owned by Endako Mines Ltd., Giant Mss¢ot Mines Ltd., 
. Lornex Mining Corp. Ltd., Consolidated Churchill Copper 
Corp. Ltd. and Brenda Mines Ltd. 
The mo~t recent failure was in 1976 at a Brenda oporation 
when 3,000 gallons of tailings escaped from a dam during 
spring runoff. 
Wednesday ina paper presented by Elio D'Appoloni, head of 
a Pittsburgh consulting engineering company which 
specializes in Dam construction. 
D'Appol0nla said that uranium tailings impoundments. 
usually someform of. pond and dam-fail far more often than 
water storage dams. 
He said there is one failure or leak for every 1,000 to 2,000 
years'of operation for water storage dams, but there is one 
incident for every 40 years of operation for uranium tailings 
ponds. 
He said tailings ponds fail more often that water dams 
because ponds built to extremely stringent design standards 
are often viewed as a cost liability by some mining com- 
panies. Uranium tailings impoundments are considered to be 
a non-woductive cost, D'Appolonia ss/d. 
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hurt ,, Resor t  p lanned 
by , $1M by 1980-$5 tops.study first 
fumes : " By ED YUDIN ~= ~::~::~i~:~:~ site wW be removed or "The  government  Chabot indicated a 
HersldStaffWHter sold. Chabot indicated would be in a stronger cabinet decision on the 
ByJIMCOYLE ~ ' The  prov inc ia l  work will start on that position to consider views hotsprings will be for- 
MISSISSAUGA, Ont. (CP) ' : " ~ ::.i :'ii.~i~.~ii*;~;:~ , government is looking to phase as soon as cabinet from a broader cross- thcoming within thirty 
- -  Six firemen went to 
hospital early today after . . . .  ~ . . ,~ ....... ~ i~! ! :  developthe hotsprings at approval is forthcoming, section of people by not days, though it appeared 
they sucked in a mouthful of ..... i~ =..~:.:..,-.~ Lakelse Lake into a high - an allocation of $50,000 having a so-called board approval will most likely 
hydrochloric acid lying in a .:.: ~ :'/":i.' ':::ii~i! ' i. : .~ quality resort facility for a feasibility study on of directors," he said. be forthcoming. 
pocket 6O metres from a .~  ' " : ~ ' " : :: with a long-term capital the site, to include a plan 
derailed tanker leaking ~ investment in the neigh, for phase development 
chlorine. ~ ..... bourhood of $5 million, and a closer examination 
The firemen, not wearing • Jim Chabot, the minister of the type of structures gas masks, were examined 
by a doctor at the site who ~ of ]ands, parks, and to be constructed. Chabot 
recommended they go to '. housing, said in Terrace did not say who would 
hospital as a precaution. ~ Wednesday. conduct he study. 
"They walkedinto a vapor However, the plans 
cloudof chlorine," an official ~:~ announced by the While no plans were 
said. "The levels are much minister at a press announced concerning 
more intense at the scene." - : conference at the Skeena the  possible development 
The six firefighters suf- ~:~ Socred Association office of a golf course or 
fered watery eyes and were both sketchy and greenhouses, Chabot 
tightening of the chest, but , '~ Contingent on cab inet  appeared enthused about 
walked away from the site '~ • t h e h o t s p r i n g s '. 
under their own power. ~i. " approval. 
Other workers in the arm !~ ~ .', , Chabet will make his possibilities, saying in 
donned gas masks. L ii. ~~,  ~:~!:~'~/'.' ' "  .. recommendations.., to , time it could rival the 
• Hydrochloric acid, a [ii d "i . . . . .  cabinetin the next thirty Fairmont Hotsprings highlycurrosive substance, /.~, ; : , .  days, based on a report Resort in the southern 
forms when chlorine mixes :~.:,ill made: byi~., h i~  senior 1 ~art of the province. 
with~~i~)is~?~;~ ........ ~ ' " "  as i i s tant  ~ieputy  '"Ter'rae~;" in my 
The win~ that lifted the ~ '!"i'/i~~'~'~  minister, Bob Aherns. If opinion, is an area with 
tremendous recreational leaking chlorine tank gas car from was also the approved, the following potential and .has the 
blowing traces of the ! developments will take potential to become a 
chlorine towards Toronto. place: 
A Peel Regional Police i " the allocation of $1 destination resort area," 
spokesman said the winds, ~'. • million in 1980 as the first he said. JIM CHABOT... 
which had shifted uring the ~i : ~' ' phase of a total capital Chabot noted the ...outlined scheme 
night, were of low velocity i / '  ~'~i~" i ~ : investment of around $5 facilities would be 
and it was improbable the - ~ '~:  ~ : : ' 
gas would reach Ontario's i; i I!'= = =~/~.i.~.:. . ... . ..... million. The minister  initially'developed by the DE VELOPMENT 
largest city, with a down- .... ~ . .  . ': . . . . .  ' indicated the first project government and even- 
town core 20 kilometros . .  away. ~~: : ! :=~ ~: undertaken would be the tually leased out. He 
~::!::i~.;: ..; construction of a 25-unit indicated the complex 
There was little chance PLEASES THEM that any further evacuations ' • Gordon Reid, tbe principal of John Field Elementary motel or motor inn. would remain in 
• Ed - the assets presently on government hands. He 
would be necessary, nestor  s©hoolinHazelton, shows a silksereen print presented hand a t the  site will be also rejocted the notion of The am|ouncement by Jim Chabot, the 
An environment ministry to him at the Gitksan-Carrler Tribal Convebtlon disposed of by the pur- a local committee minister of lands, parks and housing, that the 
official said the highest h d Friday. Reid was honored for his work in education chasing commission. The structure to oversee development of the Skoglund Hotsprings Resort 
concentration f chlorine gas onore  and received a standing ovation. )resent buildings on the development, would be forthcoming has .been greeted with 
in the air Close to the site of a approval by Terrace Mayor Dave Maroney and 
fiery chemical-train crash Lumber prices slump OIL h S~eenaMLAFrankHoward. was .06 parts per million, TOO muc Maroney, whomet Wednesday with Chabot for which is uncomfortable, but 
not hazardous. Breathing HERE? b 11 h consultations on tbe project, says theinfusionof 
about 500 times that amount VANCOUVER (CP) -- ago. Industry sources claim compared with an August U ere  ,1 million in 1980 is "a step in the right direc- 
for 15 minutes would he British Columbia lumber prices for specialty products peak of $285. A year ago the EDMONTON (CP) lion". He says he is "quite pleased" despite the 
dangerous, prices are slumping by as are holding their own. price was $226. VANCOUVER (CP) -- Shorty the brahma bull fact "he didn't really have a plan." The mayor, 
Karl Barnhart, a much as 40 per cent because However, prices for Falling lumber prices are Recent seismological dropped in for a visit to a who says his discussions with Chabot were 
superintent of Peel Regional of record-high interest rates . sprucepine-fir (SPF), one of prompting housing industry testing near .Vancouver chins shop but owner Donald productive, pointed out the important fact was 
Police, said he is concerned and a projected reduction in three major wood types experts to recommend that Island and the Queen Wilson didn't invite him to that the site was finally being developed and $1 
about getting evacuees back North American housing shipped from B.C., are people build their houses Charlotte lslands have oil stay. million in new lands would be infused in the area. 
into their homes because of starts, now, despite stratospheric firms optimistic that As a promotion for Wed-  Howard, meanwhile, says he's pleased with 
the stress of being uprooted Industry sources ay mills slumping up to 40 per cent, mortgage rates, petroleum can be found nesday night's opening of a 
says Madison's report, Prospective house buyers off the west coast of rodeo, Wilson, general the fact that "they're taking a step, making the 
for four days. in the Interior of the quoting prices for 1,o00 should disregard high in. British Columbia, a top manager of Reed's China first move and that's good." He expressed 
"We want to let the poople province are particularly board feet of lumber to terest rates and buy now, provincial government and Gift Shop, agreed to disappointment that the federal government 
back in as soon as possible; hard hit as they depend Wholesalers buying in bulk. says Ernie Hnstiuk, B.C. official said Wednesday. Shorty's visit, wasn't cdntaeted on the possibility of joint as soon as ;t'~ safe." almost totally on the U.S. ' 
market. For example, two-by-fours presldentof the Housing and George Leckner But, as soon as the bull en- financing and development. Howard saidhe has 
Rhodes ian   roduoer. are o, q.o, , -1o D.o,o men, o, tered a special pen in the been in contsct with his federal counterpart, Jim 
better shape, however, as (U.S.)a 1,000 board feet, Association ofCanada. Petroleum Corp., said one shop and locked around at Fulton, who indicated he will contact Elmer 
set t l   ajo. o. ho. NO negot ia t ions  of the potentini sites is off the $100,-000 worth of met- McKay, the federal minister in charge of the ement ,  remain firm in Europe and Tofino on the west coast chandise, he threatened 
Japan. of Vancouver Island. mayhem.' department of regional economic expansion 
A report earlier thismonth The, ' last intensive A veteran of 10 years on (DREE). Howard was also critical of the lack of is poSsible pohiishedhereh  adis°"'s tand  , ,   sS'os*a -es exploration off the B.C. the redeo circuit tossing scope of the development study. 
Cansdiau Lumber Reporter o n  coast was in the 1950s cowboys, .Shorty began "I 'm disappointed that the minister of 
~vhon'15 test wells were kicking wood shavings in agriculture has not studied the possibilities for LONDON (AP) -- Op- says buyers are not buying 
posing parties at the Zim- and interest rates are rising, WASHINGTON (AP) -- scoring its unwillingness to empty, every direction from his pen.  commercial horticulture from these hot- 
Leckner said now that Somebody had forgotten to springs," commented Howard who has ad- 
habwe Rhodesia talks have .coupled with a seemingly The Carter administration, negotiate while Iranians hold Prime Minister Clark's bring along a tranquillizer, vocatod the development of greenhouses heated 
accepted Britain's plan for a endless flow of mill with several economic 62 Americans hostage at the federal government has So Shorty's cheduled 90- by the natural springs. 
new interim government, production, resulting in a reprisal cards left to play, is U.S. embassy in Tehran. agreed to hand over off- minute visit was abruptly 
paving the way for a peace shambles in what once was adopting a tough no- Following the samepolicy, shore mineral fights to cut to a few minutes. Maroney said he understood it would be ihe 
settlement, an orderly marketplace, negotiations stand in its war State Secretary Cyrus Vance the provinces, jurisdic- "I don't know what hap- summer of 1980 before real development took 
Britain announced the And, a Madison of nerves with lran. flew to New York on Wed- tionai and environmental pened," said rodeo official place. Chabot old Maroney it would take thre~ 
agreement today, spokesman Said, the The administrat ion nesday to dissuade the UN hurdles that halted oil Sid Garstad as the bull was months tocomplete a feasibility study, so that a 
The talks, which were ar- situation has worsened recalled Ramsey Clark, the Security Council from exploration off the coast whisked away in a trailer, phase development plan could be drawn up for a 
ranged.by Britain and have considerably this week. One special envoy who never holding a meeting at Iran's can be cleared up. "Just too much china, I four or five year period. 
continued for 10 weeks, now survey reports prices down made it to Iran, on Wed- request and considering guess." 
ean move to the flnsl stage of from 24 to 40 per cent. nesdav evening, under- Iranian demands for an 
w0rkingoutaceasefirein "Prices in Canada nd the L I J~  .[[ international' tribunal to Fire cost $10 million the seveayearwarb tw en U.S. fo r thewiderwidthsare - "era ' s  ,o~,o, the exiled shah and 
government and nationalist off 30 per cent in some cases force hls return to Iran for 
guerrillas in Zimbabwe and could slump even trial. 
Rhodssia, The death toll has more," said one lumber Wi  th r  
reached 20,000. trader, attributing the n ee  Clark, along with Senate Eurocan's Kitimat pulp and paper mill could be using the  precipitator unit, but any such operations 
aide William Miller, was back in operation in 10 days, however damage lost are subject to consent from the pollution control Despite the difficult decline to the high cost of By FRANK MACKEY return ng from Istanbul, 
negotiations ahead, the maintaining inventories and QUEBEC (CP) --  The where his mission stalled production estimates now reach $10 million, board, the spokesman said. 
prospect of an end to years of anticipated lower housing Patti quebecois was last week when the Iranians A Eurocan spokesman advised that file fire, which . If this consent can be obtained, pulp and paper 
international ostracism and starts in the U.S. trounced by the Liberals in announced they would not broke .out at the.company's pulp and paper mill in operations could resume within ten days. 
conflict is in sight for the "It's costing 16 per cent to three byelections Wed- see him. ~umat  on Monaay, was confined to the precipitator 
breakaway British colony of finance, . so obviously nesday, making six straight A week ago, the adminis, section of the mill's recovery boiler. The total cost of the fire, including interruptions to seven million blacks and wholesalers are going to .byelectton losses since the tratien said it hoped Clark However, the spokesman also said that the unit was business, could reach $10 million, the spokesman said. 
230,000 whites, slash their lumber in- party came to power three would be able to discuss the completely destroyed, and that it will take up to four Eurocan has reportedly sent force reassure notices 
The final plan calls for a ventories." years ago today. . release of the hostages 'and weeks to clear away the damaged equipment and a to its customers declaring its inability to deliver • British governor to rule Prices of lumber are,'for Thewinnersealleditavic. U.S.-lranlan relations. But 
Zimbabwe Rhodesia and the most part, coming off tory for Canadian unity, and on Wednesday, the ad- further five weeks to install a new unit. scheduled orders until the mill's operations can 
supervise new elections record highs from' the for the "renewed ministration said the Mill engineering staff and equipment suppliers are resume. 
before i r i s  granted legal summer months and aren't federalism" of Liberal hostages' release had to currently studying alternatives available to the mill. Force majeure notices have also been sent to the 
independence, much different from a year Leader Claude Ryan. come first. They would like to be able to operate the  mill with,,,,, onmmny's chip sup vliers. 
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Developers want end to Berger eral' NEWS' BRIEFSI :ii 
EBI~II~I~T~II~ (CP) A ~l~rll~n JohbUBC°rnfye~an~t: recession as a result of the that "there in a great and economic ~ase for the two the floor. Cotierili said. | ' , . " , 
Berger inquiry, which urgent need to strengthen northern territories." nor thern  resource  
no apologies for it. recommended three years and .broaden the current Answeringaquestianfrom davetopmentshould proceed "SASKAT00~ it:l ~) -- mentwlllhavetopon¢ier'the 
at the same time Ottawa is Prime Minister Joe Clark exchange of information. , 
common theme running 
through speeches given at 
the first day of the eighth 
nat iona l  nor thern  
development conference 
Wednesday was criticism of 
the Mackenzie Valley 
pipeline inquiry headed by 
Mr. Justice Thomas Berger. 
Speaker after speaker 
called for an end to the 
Berger era and the begin- 
ning of a decade of orderly 
resource development in the 
Canadian North to meet he 
national need for energy and 
to improve the northern 
economy. 
The conference, sponsored 
by the Alberta Chamber of 
Resources, was dominated 
by prodeve lopment  
"We had so many commis- 
sions and inquiries telling us 
what we couldn't do, It's 
about time we take a positive 
approach." 
Gordon Har r i son ,  
president ofCanmar Drilling 
and Exploration Ltd,, said 
pro-development voices 
were "inaudible compared 
to those of special interest 
groups" during the Berger 
inquiry. 
Canmnr is a subsidiary of 
Dome Petroleum Ltd. of Cal- 
gary which is spearheading 
oilindustry activity in the 
Beaufort Sea. 
Barry Ashton, a Hay 
River, N.W.T., businessman, 
said severe economic 
Mic (e!f, 0 Ins0n 
- accessible at Mickey Johnson .Ski Shop 
4722 Lazelle Ave. 635-2714 
ago a 10-ynar moratorium on 
pipeline development pend- 
ing the settlement of native 
land claims, ts still evident in 
the Northwest Territories. 
But time has changed, said 
Barry, Harrison, Ashien and 
other speakers, quoting 
statements made by Nor- 
thern Development Minister 
Jake Epp to indicate the new 
federal government's 
support for northern de- as Premier Bill Bennett 
velopment, disappeared on a working 
Epp is scheduled to speak holiday in the sun. 
to th conference Friday, but George Leaks, executive 
his assistant deputy minister assistant to Deputy Premier. 
for northern affairs, Ewan Grace McCarthy, who is also 
Cotterlil, reaffirmed Wed- human resources minister, 
nesday Ottawa's position became the th i rdpar ty  
worker to quit in the scandal 
which involved party 
- not afraid to tackle controversial issues 
I 
- "Council should serve the people, 
not the opposite" 
- wants our recreation facilities to be 
efficient and affordable 
Lenko takes it 
for dirty tricks 
vICTORIA (CP) " A was involved in the af~l~ 
Social Credit party worker was rejected by Opposition 
resigned Wednesday, ac- Leader Dave Barrett who 
cepting full blame for the so. said the resignation raised 
called "Lettergate" scandal questions about whether 
- direct input from Council to Regional District 
party higher-ups, such as 
Mrs. McCarthy, knew about 
Lenko's involvement. 
Kelly and Ron Grelg, an 
assistant o Dave Brown, 
• Bennett's communications 
adviser, have resigned. Miss 
.MacKay refused to accept a
one-month suspension and 
reprimand, arguing her 
ON NOVEMBER 171h ELEGT 
OI INSO l i  moha.' (make'' ' '  
i l I  TERRAI]E OOUNOIL i 
f l •y ing  to speed up the set. ement of native land 
claims. 
Speakers from the Yukon 
d Yukanera have fared 
better in the last three years, 
thanks to the government's 
choice of the Alaska High- 
~.~ pipeline, which, runs 
ugh the Yukon, over the 
Mackenzie Valley project. 
"Ynkoners now have the 
pipeline project in propor 
perspective," said Roif 
Hougen, a Whitehorse 
businnsaman. "It no longer 
implies an all-enoompaosing 
monster as some groups 
tried to portray it three 
'years ago." 
Dr, Lawrence Bliss, an 
and Alberta Premier Peter 
Loughaed talked in a motel 
for three hours Wednesday 
about oil and gasoline prices. 
But when they finished 
Canadians were no closer to 
learning how much mere 
they will have to pay for the 
precious commodities. 
"Useful," was Clark's de. 
scription of the discussions, 
the latest in a sometimes 
bitter attempt to reach 
agreement on domestic oil 
prices. 
"I am not prepared to be 
specific in any way about he 
subjects," Lougheed told 
reporters wh? had waited in 
a hallway outside the motel 
meeting room. 
members using false names remarks had been au- ecologist at University of Clark said a wide range of 
in sending letters upporting thorized by higher party offi- Washington, said Mr. Justice matters in addition to price 
Social Credit to editorsOf ctals. She is back at work Berger said no to the made up the taiks. Lougheed said "it will not be done 
newspapers before last after a holiday. Mackenzie Valley pipeline said beth levels of govern- tomorrow." • 
May's provincial election. Meanwhile, as L~enko was .but gave a qualifledyes to , pl n 
Leaks shouldered all the resigning Wednesday, the  sk, H hway project Five settlements an ed 
blame for organizing a Bennett dropped from public which was "essentially an- 
seminar last fall at which view, his whereabouts said researched." JERUSALEM tAP) -- Washington says Israeli 
party researchers Jack 
Kelly and Ellen MacKay 
advocated the political dirty 
tricks. 
He said he also prepared 
tapes of the seminar and dis. 
tributed them to con- 
stituency presidents. 
There was no one else in- 
volved, Leaks said Wed- 
nesday. 
"I was in the best Position 
to stop these offensive 
remarks and as I wasn't 
dellgent I didn't catch 
them." 
The tapes have Kelly 
saying: "Quite honestly, the 
stakes are extremely high 
and we do play dirty and we 
really don't worry about hat 
too much." 
Miss MacKay tells how 
newspaper editors can be 
tricked by forged letters. 
Police are investigating 
some apparent forgeries. 
Lenko's insistence in 
statement that no one else 
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to be a mystery even to his 
staff. 
Bennett had met in Los 
Angeles Tuesday. with 
tourism officials but left his 
hotel Wednesday and ean- 
celled plans for the day'. 
There were reports the 
premier might go to Hawaii 
to plan a cabinet shuffle for 
later this month. 
Prime Minister Clark bad 
hoped to meet with Bennett 
in Saskatoon Wednesday to 
discuss oil prices but the 
B.C. premier did not attend 
that meeting. 
Bennett's trip was billed as 
a working holiday and his 
wife, Audrey, did not go with 
him. 
Jane Burnes, the 
premier's assistant press 
secretary, said Bennett had 
not told the office where he 
would be. 
"He said he may call in 
later and let us know where 
he will be and we could 
possibly leave messages 
then," said Miss Burnes. 
"The only way we.could get 
in touch with him is if he 
calls back." 
It was the second time 
Bennett has been out of the 
country when developments 
occurred In the scandal. 
When it first broke last Sept. 
26, Bennett was on a business 
trip to Asia and he pleaded 
ignorance of the affair when 
he returned. 
Tony Tozer, Bennett's lid- 
riser, also did a disap- 
poaring act Wednesday after 
making a statement hat 
expenses for Kelly and Miss 
MacKay at constituency 
meetings were paid for by a 
perpetual party campaign 
fund, 
There was nothing unusual 
about general eampalgu ex-, 
penses being paid for from 
the fund, said Tozer, shortly 
before.he left Vietorla for a 
few days off. 
When Leaks was first 
questioned on the tapes, he 
denied knowledge of the 
contents he had distributed. 
He said in his Wednesday 
statement hat .he .had 
missed sections of the tape 
because he considered them 
irrelevant or because they 
contained audience banter. 
The offending sections were 
not left in distributed 
cassettes on purpose. 
"There is no mystery, 
there was no one else in- 
volved," Lenko said... 
"Perhaps .•I • could have 
taken, actinn', Imt'time and 
circumstances obscured this 
ju~hent  and now others are 
..l~l.ri~: blamed. As a result, I
afn put in an intolerable 
position of harassment." 
i ". Lenko said he should have 
checked the material that 
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The premier• whose 
province produces more 
than 80 per cent of Canada's 
crude oil was not even able to 
say if he and Clark .are any 
closer to an agreement than 
they were two weeks ago. He 
said he couldn't even decide 
whether the remaining oh. 
slacles are minor or ms jot 
because the subject matter 
is so e.ompl~ .... ; 
In Clark's opinion the 
meeting resulted in good 
progressbecause both 
le~dars got a better idea of 
~hat he other was thinking, 
But when asked how loug it 
will be before an agreement 
can he reached on how 
quickly oil prices will in: 
crease, the prime ministoi. 
Cont'd 
Cont'd 
Cont'd 
Cont'd 
Movie 
Midas 
Run 
Cont'd 
Cont'd 
Cont'd 
Cont'd 
Cont'd 
"It is my opinion that 
• several of the scenarios 
developed by Justice Berger 
that' led. him to reject the 
Mackenzie Valley propesaf 
wore based upm an in- 
correct or inadequate inter- 
pretation of much of the 
ecological data presented," 
said Bliss, who testified 
before the Berger inquiry 
while he was with the 
University c~ Alberta. 
Hugh Planche, Alberta's 
economic development 
minister who gave the 
opening address, urged 
developers to continue to use 
Alberta-  "the Gateway to 
the North" --  as the ~pport 
base for northern operations. 
HONEY, 
EXPLAIN 
THIS! 
LANGLEY, B.C. (CP) 
. A woman in this Frase] 
Valley community might 
have some explaining to 
do to her husband. 
The woman, known 
onJy as Honey, started a
ruckus last week wh~ 
people attending a 
political rally found notes 
stuck to their windshield 
wipers" saying i"Honey,'i 
please call me i at 85~ 
2827." 
The vote~ who jam. 
reed the phone lines for 
hours, heard a tape 
recording of a woman's 
husky voice saying, 
"Th'anks for cal l ing 
Honey. Just wanted to 
remind you of the up- 
coming  mun ic ipa l  
election Nov. 17 and to 
vote for two friends of 
mine, Grey Edgelow and: 
Don McTavish. Pass it on. 
Thanks for calling. 
After a call from a 
churchgoer who objected 
to the sexy voice and 
several complaints o the 
RCMP from political 
opponents, the two men 
replaced Boney with a 
recording of a man's 
voice "respectfully ask- 
ing" voters to elect 
McTavish and Edgelow. 
But,  appar 'en ' t ly  
someone recognized 
Honey's voice, and for- 
mer mayor George 
Driedigar said her real 
telephone number might 
be given out at a rally 
Manday night. 
"I will release her 
phone number and maybe 
she can explain to her 
husband when she gets 
phone calls in the middle 
of the night," 
was sent out. 
 ":OTlflllm! • v. , , x '  -~ 
. ~.~; Are  yOU losing calls due to ab- 
sence f rom your phone? 
LOST CALLS mean 
LOST MONEY.  
Let us help you wi th  your business 
needs. 
. Answering Service 
. Typing . Wake-up 
- Paging Service . Instant' Pr int 
MAXIMUM SERVlOES, 
MINIMUM COST 
Terraoe Answering 
Bureau 
638-8196 oo 
48030 PARK 
I 
Israel will build five set- 
tlements in the occupied 
West Bank of the Jordan 
River in the next year, a 
cabinet committee decided 
today in a meeting presided 
over by Prime Minister 
Menaehem Begin. 
Cabinet Secretary Artoh 
Nanr said the settlements 
will contain 19 "points" over- 
all, and that several famtltes 
will live in each "point," 
The different sets of 
numbers appeared to be an 
offort to minimize the im- 
pact of the decision, which is 
certain to be criticized by 
Egypt and the United States. 
settlements in the West Bank' 
are illegal under in: 
ternational law and are 
obstacles to a solution of the 
Palestinian issue. 
Asked what the difference 
was between "points" and 
settlements, Naor said: 
- r  didn't say 19 set- 
tlements. I said 19 points ill 
five blor.ks of settlemento~ It 
you talk about 19 set- 
tlements, one can have the 
impression that we are 
talking about t9 towns. It's 
not the case. Nineteen points 
- -  every point will consist of 
several families, in five 
blocks of settlements for this 
year." 
Dionne quint dad dies 
NORTHBAY, Ont. (CP) --. wonldnot~evelIJthecauneof 
Oliva Dloone, 76,- father of .daath becatme the family has 
the Dioune quintuplets, died ;~ ri;qtiest~.~o;~l~ormalian I~ 
given out. in hospital early today. 
The quints, born M~ 28 
1934, were the first known 
survivors of such a multiple 
birth and the instant darlings 
of a sensationhungry world 
in the midst of the 
Depression. 
Family members said 
Dionne had been in poor 
health for several years but 
that the death was unex- 
A splkesmah for the 
' "fuii~ral'Roi:~e where Dionne 
will lie in an open coffin said 
the funeral will he held at  
Sacred Heart Church in 
Dionne's hometown of 
Cerbeil, about 15 kllomeireS 
southeast of North Bay. : 
He said no word has been 
received from the three 
surviving quintuplets. 
The Dionne sisters have 
petted, been estranged.f~m the~i 
A hospital, spokesman parbnis~f01 • deveral~ yea~.~ 
QUEBEC (CP) -  Leaders favor of defying the law, 
of the province's 200,OO0- went on strike shortly after 
member comnlon front of midnight. , 
public sector xemployees Michel Vezina said 
called Wednesday on their 
membership towalk out in 
an illegal strike next Monday 
in defiance of a special aw 
temporarily suspending 
their right to strike. , 
But some;worke~s~ ~, l'I/~ 
at the province for ruSheR ~ 
the legislation through the 
national assembly just hours 
before an unlimited strike 
was set to begin, jumped the 
gun and walked out despite a 
union plea to stay on the job 
until Monday when the 
general walkout begins. 
A spokesmali for Ste. 
Jnstine children's hospital in 
Montreal said today the 
1,200-member support staff, 
which had earlier voted in 
patients remained in the 
hospital -- there usually are 
500 -- and the emergency 
ward was still open. : 
But police were being 
asked to take any cases they 
ol~ n~! .~1~ ..jP4"'Lhe~ & Montrea 1
G enerd[ HospRal. 
Elsewhere, 250 workers at 
the Pierre-Joseph Trleat. 
nursing home in Montreal's ~ 
east end walked off the job 
on Wednesday. 
Management spokesmen 
there said essential services 
were being "partial ly" 
respected. 
Votes taken at a number of 
other institutions have run 
strongly in favor of illegal 
strike action. 
Trudeau denies insult 
OTTAWA (CP) -- Liberal 
Leader Pierre Trudeau said 
Wednesday that the British 
Columbia Liberal caucus is 
not insulted by his ap- 
pearance at a New Yerk 
.disco Saturday after he 
declined to attend a B.C. 
party session the same day. 
:'It's just the press is 
mixing that up," Trudeau 
mumbled when questioned 
on Parliament Hill about he 
incident. "I. don't think 
they're upset . . .  oh no, 
they're not crazy." 
T rudeau was  
photographed at a New York 
disco on the weekend after 
saying he was too ill to at. 
tend a meeting of B.C. Lib- 
erals. 
Some party members are 
not taking the incident 
lightly, although there was 
some lighthearted comment 
on the matter in the Corn- 
molls. 
Ed Broadbent, New Demo- 
cratic Party leader, 
suggested during, thei 
Commons question period 
that Trndeau had used"New 
York disco dancing as a way 
of curing a bad cold" and 
suggested other politicians 
should be able to calculate 
costs of similar trips as tax- 
deductible medical ex- 
penses. 
Half-billion starving 
ROME tAP) - -  An stamina," says Dr. Uwe 
estimated 450 million people ~racht, an economist and 
--  and probably almost 500 nutrition expert with the UN 
million-- suffer from severe World Food Council. 
malnutrition, UN food More than 500 million ,~ 
specialists say. othe~ don't get enough'to 
eat to go about their daffy 
activities, he said. ' 
"They always feel weak, 
are underweight and have to 
rest often, and don't feel any'  
"They are so severely 
dndernourished that hey are 
gross ly underweight, 
practically skin and bones, 
and most of the time they 
just lie around for lack of 
ISTANBUL tAP) -- A 
lS0,O0O-ton Romanian oil 
tanker and a small Greek 
coastal freighter collided in 
the Bosporus early today, 
setting off thunderous ex. 
plosions and fire and leaving 
50 Romanian crew members 
missing, officials in this 
Turkish port said. 
They said rescuers found 
urge to do anything 
creative," he said. 
Tanker, freighter crash 
one dead crew member and 
picked up three from the 
Romanian tanker In- 
dependents, which carried a
crew of 54. 
There was no immediate 
information on the crew of 
the 5,-298-ton Greek coaster 
Evria. 
The 32-kilometre-long Bns- 
porus Strait l ink~t~ 
Sea and the M a ~ ~  
Octoberfest costly 
A report received by 
Kitimst District Council 
Tuesday shows that the 
recent Octoberfest at 
Riverlodge Recreation 
Centre resulted in a loss to 
the municipality of $594.80. 
The Octoberfest, the first 
social event held in the 
Riverledge gymnasium, east 
the municipality a total of 
$1,194.S0 for materials and 
labour needed to clean up 
after the dance. 
The cost is. offset by the 
MOO rental fee charged for 
me of the gymnasium. The 
main ceet involved, t~30, 
resulted from the need to 
refmkh the floor marred by 
dancers In hard leather 
ul~oes. 
Alderman Max Patzelt 
said that in view of'the cost 
to the municipality, the fee 
for the gymnasium ay be 
set too inw. 
Council members agreed 
to review the fee sehednle for 
Rlverledge in time for the 
1980 budget. 
The Urban Transit 
Authority with the 
agreement of council has put 
the contract for tran. 
sportation services out to 
tender in an ,attempt to 
standardize all centracte In 
the province. 
The UTA maIntains the 
standardized 'contracts will 
make administration a d 
comparision of statistics 
easier. 
MunieipalManager Ben de 
Dance marathon 
raised $2,000 
Whi le  a recent, dance 
marathon at the Skeena Mall 
didn't attract enough 
celebrities to make it a 
media event, the students 
involved reportedly enjoyed 
the affelr and raised money 
for ehm'ity as well. 
The 10.hour Dance-a-than 
was sponsdred by the 
Terraee-Thornhill Band 
Parents Association and the 
Downtown Lions. The 
dimrtiolpanta were members 
the Skeens, Thornidli and 
Caledonia school bands. The 
$2,000 pledged will go partly 
toward the Timmy's 
ChHstman Telethon and 
.p~y to fund future band 
t~qm. 
The would be John 
Travoltas tarted about 10 
p.m. and a surprising 
number lasted until 6. a.m. 
the next morning. 
Although the dancers were 
lagging a bit after the fifth 
hoar, they wm'e saying nice 
things about Mountview 
Bakery and Delieateeean for
staying open until 3 a.m. to 
cater to those who stayed the 
night. Af:~ the food outlet 
closed, there were still 
doughnuts from Overwaltea 
to keep the dancers going 
until the pancake breakfast 
provided by the Lions. 
The planned celebrity 
dance was cancelled as too 
few local notables were 
• willing to give up a Friday 
night. In fact, except for 
CFTK's Bob Nichoison, who 
offered to be the master of 
ceremonies, the only other 
local talent willing to come 
out and help were Herald 
staff. 
Children's art 
" here will Show' . . . . . . . . . .  " 
Mace residmts will he students from ages 2 to 18 
able to view-the B.C. 
mblbition of Children's Art, 
men by more than 6,000 
people in Vancouver during 
October. 
The exhibition, highly 
praised in Vancouver, will be 
years In 77 B.C. com- 
munities. The works in the 
exhibition were selected 
from the more than 5,20O 
submitted by students in 
public and separate schools, 
in the correspondence 
program and from in. 
in Terrace in February 1980, dividuals throughout B.C. 
as part of a tom' of B.C. The earlier thisyea~..~,, ,~ 
~thlbltibn t6ur is beinil In this region, a's well as in 
suppa.rt~ y the .p~vi~d~d...theiOk, anagan af~d,the:Bast 
ministry of education, Kootenays, the exhibition 
through the Emily Carr will be split among several 
College of Art, OW.reach communities because of the 
program, the Vancouver emeller galleries located in 
Foundation and the these areas. 
Canadian Commission for Here In the Northwest, he 
the International Year of the exhibition will be in Prince 
Odld. Rupert and Smithers, as well 
Visitors to the exhibition as at the R.E.M. Lee 
will see 19~ works oreated by Theatre. ,~t~ue, 
• . ' ': ;, • . o . . .  , ,m~a~u~ Fazr organization 
elected officials 
Tho Skeena Valley Fall 
Fair Assonlation held its 
mmual meeting Nov. 5, and 
new offldaia were elected. 
Mary Waldbauer was 
elected president, and Ed 
Aunems vice-president. 
Secretary is Gertrude 
Grundmann and treasurer 
will be Judy Eisner. 
Seven new directors were 
elected. They are: Thora 
Arnold-Smith, Kathy Tyohe, 
~area  Taylor, Kent Taylor, 
Dave Eriekson, Sharon 
Ansems, and Irene 
Chevigny. 
Floyd Frank gave a brief 
talk on previous fairs in the 
1920's in the Skeena Valley. 
He also spoke about the 
Prince Rupert competition, 
where a silver cup was 
awarded as a prize. The 
members present at the 
meeting expressed interest 
in fmding the cup and having 
it on display. 
Jaycee is concerned " 
Local Jaycee James showed up for the all can- 
Gilham hopes more people didatee meeting ,his grou p
turn out to the polls than sponsored. .. ,", . 
Gilbam would not'say he 
showing, which wadn't' 
enough to warm up the' 
R.E.M. Lee Theatre, and favors offered the hope the ca~ 
vote  didates were watched on 
eaMevialon by more than the 
80 at the theatre. 
In l~esdayrs story on the 
ell eandldates' meeting, It 
was stated that Lily Nielsen 
favours extension of 
'rerraes's boundaries east, 
west, north and south. 
It was brought o our at- 
tention that the candidate 
did not make that com- 
ndttment but rather called 
for a refere~dem on the 
matter. Nlelsm has said she 
is worr ied that the ex- 
Imtelon of boundaries may 
result in inoreused taxes for 
property owners. 
Gillmm said his feelings 
were summed up by the 
person who said, "don't bitch 
i f  you don't vote." 
• "I appreciate that it was a 
holiday," Gilham said, aim 
noting the turnout for 
political speeches I "never 
~ntutic," 
The good news of the 
evening was that he Jaycees 
didn't lose money on the 
event. In past years it has 
cost he service group for the 
hall, while this year the 
school board allowed the use 
nmt free. 
Kleine said Kitimat's system 
differs from most other 
small communities by 
having a fixed amount for 
maintenance instead of a 
maintenance charge based 
on an hourly shop rate and 
werk performed. 
Council members agreed 
to proceed to tender 
provided the district retains 
the right o reject bids and, if 
expedient, revert to the 
former method of 
negotiating rates. 
In other business, council 
refused an application for a 
special use permit from J.T. 
Melo, ~ Chliko Street. 
Melo wants to convert his 
garage into a store 
specializing in Portuguese 
delicacies. 
Members,~ however, 
RE- 
................ -: ,.~/:.~ :'::..,~:~:!_~.:.. 
granted a SUP to W.J. 
Hammerqulst toremove top 
soil and gravel from Crown 
land near Hirsch Creek and 
passed a rezoning by4aw to 
permit expansion of the 
North Star Inn which is 
located in a multi.family 
residential rea. 
P.G. 
GETS 
HELP 
PRINCE GEORGE, 
B.C. (CP) -- After a year- 
long search, the hospital 
in this Interior B.C. city 
has found two 
psychiatrists who are' 
willing to start work in 
early spring and a~other 
two who are interested in
jobs here. 
Bert Boyd, Prince 
George  Hosp i ta l  
executive director, said 
there has never been 
more than one 
t0sychiairist inthe city at 
a time and all of them 
have 'quit because of 
overwork. There has been 
no psychiatrist ince Dr. 
William Kyne resigned in 
December. 
The psychiatrists will 
be paid by the provincial 
health ministry and will 
be allowed to take bet- 
ween one and three 
months off each year for 
univer'sity refresher 
courses. 
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Labor rates candidates 
The Kitimat-Terrace and 
District Labour Council has 
rated the candidates in the 
qpcoming elections, ac- 
cording to their responses to
~y qnesilonairre distributed 
the council. 
The council distributed a
nine-question paper and 
evaluated the answers. 
These evaluations form the 
basis of a graph prepared by 
the council and distributed 
by them to members. 
The questions and some 
candidates' responses ap- 
peared in Tuesday's edition 
of the Herald. 
Those candidates whoso 
stand supported the couneilrs 
view were rated with a plus 
sign, those who disagreed 
were awarded aminus ign, 
and those whose responses 
were rated as indifferent 
were given and I. 
The council does not 
support any of the can- 
didates who responded. The 
letter does express disap- 
proval for those not 
responding to the letter at 
all. 
The letter, which merely 
gives the results of the 
evaluations, asks voters to 
draw their own conclusions. 
In the regional district 
elections, Lea Watmough's 
stand appears to agree most 
with the Council's tand. He 
received seven plus ratings, 
one minus rating and an 
indifferent. Nadlne Asante's 
ratings were six pluses and 
three indifferonts. 
Alice Chen.Wing received 
three indifferents and a 
minus, and four pluses, Roy 
Greening took away three 
minuses, an indifferent and 
five pluses and Marty Allen 
Bus meeting 
• There will be two public 
meetings within the next 
week to discuss the proposed 
Ires routes in Terrace and 
Thornhill. 
Tuesday, Nov. 20, Terrace 
resideets will have a chance 
to voice their opinions on the 
proposed bus routes in their 
area. This meeting will take 
place in the Terrace arena's 
I~mquet room at 7:30 p.m. 
had a minus, three in- 
differents and five pluses. 
In the Terrace aldermanic 
race, Russell Mercer had 
eight pluses and an in. 
different, Helmut Giesbreeht 
had three indifferents and 
six pluses, Mickey Johnson 
had two indifferents, a minus 
and six pluses and Jack 
Tulstra had a minus, three 
indifferents and five pluses. 
Only one Kitlmat alder- 
manic candidate of three 
responded by mail. Fred 
Ryan came in with three 
indifferents, three minuses 
and three pluses. 
Ray Brady, a Kitimat 
candidate, responded by 
telephone and his comments 
were not recorded. 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: : : : : :::::::::::::::::::::::: 
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AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION 
not  more  than  TUNE-UP 
$52.78 plus tax Terrace Totem Ford Sales Ltd. 
up to 11 litres oil .=, ~,Ith Ave. ,~.,9.  
v ~ Dram Aulomabc Transm,sston f .~'~.. , ~, 
, Torque Converter (if equip- h"  " '~ , : , ,~-  ' 
ped wdhdraln plugl [ ~" '~. , ,~  --~.~.,,~""':'~f> 
• Clean Fluldp=ck upscreen t ' ; ~ ~ / ~  
AwBreather(,tsoequ,pped)~ " = " ' '  "11 .  =:~"..111~- 
• Adjust: Bands t- . ! ,~  
Linkage '~ . . ,~  " i "  ~. 
• Replace Pan gasket and flu,d ~"~,=~ 
Road Test Vehicle 
Most Passenger Cars and L=ght Trucks 
i:i:;-:i::::::::::::~:~:~:~:~:~:~:;:;:4.:~:~::::::::::::::::~:~:~:~:~:~:~:::~:::::~:::~:~:~:~;:~:~:~:~:;:~.:;:~-~;:;:;:~:~:~:~:~ 
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  -WE'RE MOVING 
from 
4423 Railway 
.......... t0  ...... 
4517 LAKELSE AVE. 
~O~'l ...', 
(FORMER McEWAN MOTORS BUILDING) 
We'll be open for business 
MONDAY, NOV, 19 
, LADLES: FOR CHRISTMAS WE HAVE THE TOOLS 
, , i  - .  ~ . , j  . .  
FOR ALL HIS MECHANICAL NEEDS 
.. " ,  ~.*" / L  ~ ' " . . 
' ,  ' " : ' , , ,  .: - socket sets - screwdrivers - wrenches - etc i t  
HitachiPowerTools Cost price 
' lipaws, disc . E[inders, electric drills, belt sanders & Portable blowers 
Watson Green Ape Gloves ...... $~o. Lincoln Weldin! RodsP~/~ hundred Ibs.$40 O0 
Watson Utility Gloves (Duster) $3 oo-. Natflex Rain Gear Complete suit, any size s21" 
Icelandic Winter Mitt Liners.~ woo, Master Levels,, sizes 25%o, • I, 
i i i 
Come in and browse Many more in-store specials While stock lasts 
LECT 
: :::"~~: ERR -Cl  OV :- . . . . . . .  " -  ACE COUN L . N 
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LETTERS TO 
THE EDITOR 
i Dear Mr. Coupland, 
The Terrace Parks and 
Recreation Department 
would like to thank the 
Herald for donating 2rolls of 
newsprint to be used for 
~making costumes at the ~nd 
financial support it would 
have been impossible to 
conduct the program. 
The program was highly 
successful. It involved two 
weeks of concerts and 
workshops given by the York 
iAanual Pumpkin Carving Winds instrumental en- 
[Costume Party. The event : semble, an interuatiooally 
iwse a great snccess with 160- recognized group of five very 
~175 children coming out to accomplished musicians 
lcarve their pumpkin and from Toronto. With the help 
:make a costume, of the Kitimat, Terrace and 
, We really appreciate your Prince Rupert School 
,help in providing material Districts, workshopswere 
for the costumes, arranged for several hun. 
i Thanks again, dreds of "our young 
.- musicians; ~concerts' were 
Sincerely, ' :given for school 'groups in 
TorriCerolinl, Prince Rupert~ Port Simp- 
Assistant Program Co-.-son, Terrace, Kitimat and 
ordinator. • Hazelton, and evening 
performances for the 
Dear Sir: general public were 
The Northwest Regional presented in Kitlmat, 
Arts Council would sp- Terrace, and Prince Rupert. 
preciate your giving us the We would like to thank the 
opportunity through your Kitimat and Prince Rupert 
Letters to the Editor section Concert Associations for 
to publicly express our their support in arranging 
gratitude to the the coneerts. 
organizations that helped us The success of the 
PRICES 
Who profits on steak?.. 
CALGARY (CP) -- Beef is 
selling for about $2.30 a 
pound, but feed]ot operators 
and packing plants are 
struggling to break even, 
says the secretary of the 
Canadian Cattlemen's As- 
~noistlon. 
Feedlot operators urvive 
m hope and optimism at the 
moment, says Chris Mills. 
Beef normally passes 
through four sets of hands 
before it reaches the con- 
sumer -  the rancher, the 
feedlot operator, the packer 
and finally the retailer. 
Mnst of the $230 is going to 
the two ends of the chain -- 
the packer and the retailer, 
Milk says. 
Feedlots now are selling 
1,100-pound animals in which 
they have invested $870 - -  
the profit is a faiT return, 
considering the amount of 
work the retailer puts in and 
the high cast of.labor. 
Although Mills agrees that 
the retailer must do a lot of 
work on the meat, he has two 
majc~ complaints. 
in Western Canada 
retailers take a larger profit 
than they do in Ontario and 
Quebec because there 
generally is less competition 
in the West, says Mills. It is 
possible to buy Alberta beef 
at the same price in Ontario 
and Quebec as in the West. 
He also complains that 
when beef is scarce and the 
price is high, retailers try to 
increase their profit margin 
to compensate for the lower 
turnover. 
Retailers should instead 
grass, it should weigh 700 to 
800 pounds by the following 
spring. Yearlings sell for 
about 90 cents to $1 a pound. 
consumer, the price of beef much for replacement 
increases, cattle." 
Calves, born in the spring, From the feedlot, the 
mushy are kept on the ranch cattle go to the packing 
for six to 12 months, company, which does the 
Calves old in the fall now slaughtering. 
Packers also operate on a 
bring about $1.10 a pound, tight margin, Mills says. The 
Mills says. At this stage they 
weigh about 400 te 500 pounds packing plant buys the 
' animal for 75 cents a pound 
and bring in between $440 . and sells the beef at $1.26 a
and $550. ' ' pound. However, only about But ff the farmer keeps the 
calf through the winter and 57 per cent of the carcass is 
feeds it on his own hay and saleable as meat. 
This means that a packer 
/will pay $750 for a I,O00- 
pound animal and make no 
more than $735 on the meat 
with the recent Artists.in- program, which wad a first The purchaser at "this 
Residence program. We for the N ccthwest region of stage- usually is a feedlot 
would especially like to • the province , .will iceriainl operator, who now is caught 
thank Alean in Kitimat, encourage the,RegionalArto in a serious situation. He 
Cancel in Terrace and Council to seriously eonsider needs feeder cattle to keep 
Kitwanga, and Fisherman's ether'artiSts-in-residenc  his business running, but 
Cooperative Association in programs in the future, ino]~..~he j~rchanc p.rice CUt the p~ce ~ make bee~., must pay a higher price for 
Prince Rupert for their Yours sincerely una~a_~tt~nJ~.~l'2e ~1~ ~ ~C~apetmve ':.a~ninst :~them because they now are 
financial support; also we ValGecrge xor ,~ '~:~ ~ .~:~L~.][~../f~Po.ul~,..'-.+ ~;i~f~scarce, says Mills. 
received a grant from the Secretary "The fecdlot o~rator is wmcn are anuhtlant'at me 
B.C. Cultural Services Northwest Regional simolv nnmbltn~rtlqn'f tim momest,'says Mills. Feedlot operators now are 
Branch. Without this Arts Council m.ic~'~vil~o'.~'.,?ea~"~li~s'~ Waters says the 27-per- forced to sell the animals for 
r *  o ~1 a,  ,Y~ The retailer's cut nf ~'~ cent share that Alberta less than they paid for them. 
t~n,m,, , ,d l ,~,~, . ,=,~' -  retoilere get is slightiy below "Feedlota work on fairl~ 
~'a'b~t 72~'-'-~n~. ~ . . . .  -- the national average and is tight margins .anyway and 
equal to Montreal ratios, with the present price of 
Mills Ires some complaints In Toronto, the figure is 22 feeder cattle, there have 
| I , ,  v • = ~,~ ~ - ,, • ~ • • .,: | about the profit demanded per cent, but that city is in s/ been periods of loss for 
[ . . . . . . . . . . . .  =1 by stores in the western I C ' / ' - !  ^A AA I= k l  T ' ", I proving, particularly corapetitive operators ~ particularly in 
situation, which makes it July and Augmt this year. 
[ ~VtWlgWtL - l l  • Ul . . . . .  [ ~But~m Waters, public unique, Waters maintains. "ReturnsJ~ave ~n~!.o0Nn 
~ ~ t t l t ~ m ~ .  director for Meanwhile, ateach step, in on fed' 6~ttle, .~;~d~'~l~ 
~., "~$~eway Cauads Ltd., said the chain from farmer to operator has had to paytb, 
• Read any good contracts lately? More tothe pelnL: ~ 
did you understand what you read? ',' ;. ,., ~. : 
If you've ever bought a house or a car, borrowed HIGH IN  N ICARAGUA 
from it. 
The packer's profit come' 
fron sale of the hide, whic, 
is a valuable item, and sale 
of the waste or offals which 
bring $12 t, hundred 
pounds. 
When the retailer eceives 
the carcass, he trims it down 
some more, cuts out the bone 
and chops it into the variour 
cuts. 
Another 25 per cent of the 
animsl is lest during this 
process, leaving abou 430 
pounds of beef for every 
1,000-pound cattle beast. 
Mills says the retailer buys 
at $1.26 a pound and sells for 
$2.30. However, when 
wastage is considered, he! 
has to buy $1.68 worth of 
carcass to get one pound of ' 
finished product." 
mmO~aeY, applied for a credit card or purchased on the 
llment plan, you've signed k'Cuntract:.How many 
limes did you completely underd~nd'what you were 
signing? . - :i'/ 
Of course you knew that signing your imme would 
result in your obtaining the goods. You almost cer- 
tainly knew how much the monthly payments were 
going to be. ~ 
It doesn't ake all those paragraphs :]Of clesely- 
spaced type, however; Just to state the cost of the 
goods and the amount of each payment. The rest of 
that forest of legal jargon, with its clumps of 
"heretofores", whereases" and "party-of-the first- 
parts", Is not there merely to flll.hp the rest of the 
page. Your obligations to the vendor,~e bekg spelled 
out, and you d better know exacfly~what they are or 
you could receive an unpleasant s lw~ latei" on. 
Practically everyone would ngr~,~.~;~ ~ne~,choidd 
not sign a contract without rending if~'ef f's'dmazing 
how many people do just that. Or they skip over the 
parts they don't understand, accepting the salesman's 
assurance that everything is fine. 
Some consumers lgn"contracts they don't fully 
comprehend without concern, believing they have a 
certain period of time in which to cancel ff closer in- 
spectiun reveals a problem, 
In fact, the cancellation period provided under the 
provincial Consumer Protection Act applies only to 
contracts which are signed or negotiated in the con- 
sumer's home, or away from the vendor's usual place 
of business, and to future services contracts (for 
example, contracts with dance studios or health spas). 
Most other contracts are binding from the moment 
you put your signature on them. 
So what do you do when someone sucks a pen in your 
hand and thrusts a five-pound contract under your 
nose? 
First of all, road it. Really read it. Plow through 
every paragraph, sub-paragraph, clause and phrase. 
If you haven't time to do it then, ask for a copy to take 
home and read at your leisure. 
If you read it and still don't understand it, ask for 
explanations. H they don't sound right, get a legal 
expert to look at it. 
Remember, too, that you have the right to delete, 
add, or alter clauses, subject o the agreement of the 
other party. Be sure to have any such changes 
initialled by both parties to the. centracL 
Whenever you're pre ,ed  to sign something you 
don't understand, you'll often experience a feeling of 
unease. Don't fight that feeling. It's your instinct for 
self-preservation talking, and It's giving you good 
advice. 
Sandinista sees problems 
By Augustin Fuentes followed Somoza's removal National Liberation San- of the national directorate 
MANAGUA (Rcuter) -- last July 19, Commander dinista Front, snatched the who also belongs to the fled, 
Nicaragua's Saodinista Tomas Borge seemed to be attention of the world press member junta, now has 
gsvernment, whickteakover emerging as a kind of strong with his flamboyant per- emerged: as a leading 
after left-wing guerrillas man. He was named to the sonality and persuasive .spokesman. 
ousted dictator Anastasio 
Somo~a in a civil war four 
months ago, is havin8 
problems rebuilding the 
countl~... 
The main problem is 
money. Although the 
government estimates it 
needs about $2.8 billion to put 
the ecesomy on its feet, it 
has received little inter. 
national aid. 
A more •subtle problem 
arises from the fact that old 
habits die hard, including 
living under a dictet~ship. 
Power in this Central 
American country, which 
was wielded by the Somoca 
family for more than four 
decades, now is spread over 
a nlne-memher directorate 
and the resulting bu- 
reaucracy seems to be 
slowing things down. 
"Our people are not acetm. 
turned to dealing with an or- 
d inary ,  honest  
bureaucracy," commented 
one  N icaraguan 
businessman. 
Despite the red tape in. 
flitted by numerous new 
checks and balances, 
diplomatic observers say the 
San~nlstos are toying the 
groundwork for a future de. 
morracy. 
The government has said 
that presidential elections 
will be held, although it has 
net specified a date. 
The natienal directorate 
appears to he setting poliey 
guidelines while the five. 
member ruling Junta 
struggles to feed four million 
Nicaragusns and reactivate 
the country's economy, 
which is based on coffee nd 
sugar. 
In the first, days that 
post of interior minister. .oratory. 
Borge, 49, the sole sur. However, Dai~iel Ortega There have been no known 
viving founder nf the Saavedra, the only member clashes within the govern- 
...... ment. Two other members of Bad spelhng the janta, Sergio Ramirez • ,'. Mercado nd Motse sHsesan 
Morales, have long been 
• , . . . . . . .  closely linked with the m--'ng"aki . . . . . . . . . .  , . , .  Sand in i s ta  Front while money _ Callejas, a 
• 
By Sl IERRI BARRON,~ noticed more  customers  
LONDON (CP) --"His starting coming in, to"  
neighbor.s uspect he ~s~. ,~omment on m1~sig~, aria 
gone oarnsrnera nuc~,~9 i~lsinkes~  always. 
.green grea~ Kevtn Wh.ite.fi,,. an'dad up b~ng a load of 
laugmog all me way to 'me tt~f" ' ,  
bank. ' : '  • ' j  
• :W.hite,says sales have in. He may never win a medal 
for spelling but as a business 
~,coon, he's brimming with 
potential. 
Three years ago 43-y~a~, 
old Kevin innocently pestled 
a sign outside his small shop 
in Kandsl, Cumbris, ad- 
vertising his unions. 
Astonished customers 
thronged inside to correct his 
-- and most of them 
bought his unions. 
Kevin was skilled enough 
at arithmetic to realize onion 
sales were booming. 
The time was flpo for a few 
more mistakes. 
"You don't spell ternips 
like that," laughed a female 
customer, carting out half a 
dozen. 
Karrets and pertatorea 
vanished like there was no 
termoerrer and eager 
customere queued up for kno 
kumha t IS pence (35 cants) 
fern harf. 
" I 'm only a small 
shopheaper and I'm not the 
bNt speller," said Kevin in a 
telephone interview. 
"The first mistakes were 
original but after a while I 
creased about 12' per cant 
since the whole idea started 
about hree years ago. 
"Sales have really 
i.!Iplossomed this year. So 
many people Just stop to 
laugh at the signs and then 
end up coming in. The signs 
attrbct a lot of tourists too." 
Giggling housewives 
cracked up over Kevin's 
heggs and bought hem all 
while the busy shopkeeper 
simply could not keep 
enough orlnjis and mellorns 
in stock. 
Since the shop is near an 
elementary school, says 
White, teachers secasioually 
stop in. Some say they're 
relieved children don't go 
there for their English 
lessons. 
"But now I'm doing it on 
such a big scale, even the 
children know it's a Joke." 
And White has no intention 
of pulling the plug on his in- 
nevative business gimmick. 
Why, last week everyone 
went barnerners over the 
natin apels at seven pence 
(18 cents) ecch. 
former Social Democrat 
businessman, represents he 
private sector. 
The Sandinista guerrillas 
were the first left-wing 
rebels to gain power in Latin 
America since Fidel Castro 
took power in Cuba in 1959. 
Observers note that 
although the civil war left at 
least 50,000 deed, the San- 
dinistas have not publicly. 
executed former members of 
the Somoza National Guard. 
Right-wing military 
regimes in Central America 
and the rest of the oontinent 
had feared Nicaragua would 
turn Cmnmuniat after the 
Sandinlsta takeover. 
Commander Bayardo 
Aree, a leading member of 
the national directory, ncoffs 
at suck suggestions. "That is 
absurd." he said, "We are 
light years from Com- 
munism. 
"We fought as several 
groups but we are all San- 
dinistas. We realized that 
rely together can we defeat 
the ecunter-revolutionory 
attempts and consolidate he 
revelotlon." 
The Sandinistss, who 
began their struggle against 
Summa in three separate ~ 
grcupe~ settled their dlf- 
fereoces about seven months 
ago and then went m to 
defeat the dictator'S IS,000 
National Guardsmen. 
I hear complaints from time to time about angs not 
moving speedily enough in Northwes~rn B.C...This 
cry, and I think that is an appropriate menmlcauon, 
seems to have some reference point in May of this 
year --  May I0 to be exact. 
Let me pick one item, the Lakelse hoisprings, and 
try to bring some recent history into one package ~ 
we can get a clearer understanding of the who le . . :  
,V 
In the fall of 1978 Jim Fulton and I were driving back 
to Terrace late one evening after attending some 
meetings in the Hazelten area. We were discussing the 
potential in this area and the extent o which that 
potential had been neglected. 
One of the subjects discussed was the Lakeise 
hotsprings. As a result I contacted the provincial 
Ministry of Agriculture; the federal Ministry of 
Agriculture and the Ontario vepartment ox 
Agriculture, to determine what informatlon they had 
regarding the potential ef the hoisprings for 
agriculture and horticulture use. 
In December of 1978 at the Skeena provincial 
nominating convention held in Thornhill community 
centre I outlined my concepts about he use to which 
the Lakelsc hotsprings could he put. While my mess 
may not have been original at least they were 
developed well in advance of the May 10 provincial 
election. To those who are. still smarting because of 
the results of that election I would suggest you PUt 
your accusations about 'band wagon c.limb~mg' to or~ 
side. At the very least they are acciaenuu ntruum." 
When Mr. Shelford was able to announce that ha had 
been instrumental in getting the Lakelse hotsprings 
donated to the provincial government I applauded hint 
and still do. That was a commendable action. Mr. 
~elford has some laudable ideas about the potential 
of the hotsprings. So do others. So do I ,  
But, there are some in this area who have ridiculed' 
such ideas on the basis of partisan polities. In other: 
words because one person belnngs to a .particular 
political party his ideas are worthless. That sort of 
argument, and I have been the subject of it, only 
detracts from the intelligence Of those, . who make such 
a point. 
Ever since becoming your M.L.A. "and  remember 
this wasn't official until nearly the end of May partly 
because of tb~ whisperings of some people in Soclal 
Credit -- I I,,, ve kept on top of the progress being made 
intt cabinetwith respect to the Lakelss hotsprings. I 
have made a number of positive suggestions about 
Lakelse beeause I believe that, by being positive one's 
chances of success increase. Jim Chabot, the minister 
in charge of the hotsprings, was scheduled to be in 
e~:~.~.wJlile ago to make an  announcement, 
lie didn't make it. lie is.Supposed t0~t'ome. 
aga in ,~|  at~the moment of wdting4his, I don'tknow 
when that again is. 
But, when he does arn, e and when he does make his 
mmou*'"ement I am sure it will he a positive an- 
nounc~ zest and will t-ke us on that first positive step 
towards realizing the potential of the hoisprings. 
In the interim, I would ask those who are saying that 
the government is going to put the hotsprings on the 
back burner, and thus punish us for exercising our 
dom ocrrati.c right on May 10, to cool it. Good heavens, 
~ level of intelligence is high~ than that. Of 
cour~,'[f  those who are the carpers ~i'~el i t is more 
important o vent their frustrations than to work 
toward the development of the hotsprings, they will 
have to Hve with that decision. 
For my own part I will want to see something 
ositive take place. 
ENERGY SAVERS 
You figure warm air rises and good attic and wall 
insulation ~ keep the heat in. The home will be snug 
for the winter. That is half right. 
Heat escapes in any direction it can to find: 
something cooler. From the dawn of time, that. 
phenomenon has been the cause of a lot of cold feet. 
When insulating the house, remember to floor too. An 
uninsulated floor laid over a crawl space, open 
fTdat ion  or concrete slab wastes energy. . 
crawl space may be heated or unheated. This 
do)ermines how it is insulated. In a heated crawl 
sppce, the proper insulating material is extruded 
polystyrene, a blue material known in the trade as 
"styrofoam". It is a good insulator and resists 
mbisture, an important consideration u der the house. 
Apply polystyrene insulatmn to the outside of the ' 
wali of the heated crawl space. I should be at least two 
inches thick. From the base of the crawl space out- 
ward, polystyrene insulation should be laid to a width 
of at least two feel all around. 
The polystyrene insulation should have a gypsum 
covering as a protection against f i re .  
Heating ducts and pipes in an insulated crawl space ; 
do:not have to be insulated. 
With a crawl space that must be ventilated and 
cannot be heated, the area under the house floor must" 
be insulated with batt or blanket material, preferably i 
with a vapor barrier attached. " • 
The insulation is customarily held in place with 
chicken wire or building paper. The crawl.space floor ~ 
should be covered with a vapor barrier and two inches 
of sand . . . .  
'n an unheated crawl space, heating duets and p ipes-  
should be insulated separately with bar  or blanket .; 
material wrapped around them or laid lengthwise, 
Use tape to hold the insulation in place. 
With open foundations, the floor must be insulated in 
a similar manner to an unheated crawl space, and also 
otected against wind, animals and other threats. If 
e spaces between the floor joists are covered in, a 
co~t~act~r~inen nblow loose insulation into these spaces, 
consmtmg ot concrete slabs should be 
insulated on the outside in a similar manner to a 
heated crawl space or basement. ~!, 
erMwO~: ~for.mation on .insulating foundations and ?. 
p ces ns contained in a booklet called Keeping 
the Heat In, available from P O Box .. , . . . . .  3500, S 
C , Ottawa, Ontario KIY 4G1. ' ~t~'  ~ 
I 
EI~ECTION FEA TUR F~ 
Ta ls t ra  soc ia l  : I ssUes  .now.  ' 
By ED YUDIN 
, Herald 8taft Writer 
Jack .Talstra, seeking his 
third consecutive term on 
JACK TALSTRA... 
...time to move on /! .= 
Te~,/,q£e district c0tmdi, i~"l 
channel his eaergisa in) 
"social concerns" ff he is r - 
elected on Nov. '17. ~. 
"This • year Terrace 
council was able to go into 
'social concerns' proving 
mere can nnw be done 
without raising people's 
taxes," he said. As Talslra 
explains it, the role of 
council has gradually 
evolved to the point where 
public works is no long~ths 
only area of concern. With 
the expanded tax base and a 
healthy revenue pictuce; he 
~y s now is the time to look to investing in social 
concern pro~eets. 
Tae 33-year-old lawyer ha5 
been a Terrace renldont 
since the age of seven. 
~unm operated a farm on.:: "funds are available witho~ 
tun Street anCthe young "ralsingtakas." Hewould l ike 
Tais~a received "his basle./ to see the. municipalKy 
education in Terrace f.~ "develop a park pr iam;  
~chooia. . that. makes ense." 
: Tabtra' wmt down mmth The arena banquet room 
for MS secondary school: should be "restructtwed fura 
education and a law degree 
at tl~ UniVersity of British 
Oolumbia, but returned to 
I • .  Ids own law practice in He Is roan'led with 
three children, Michael 3; 
Christina, 1½; and Amanda, 
born in S~tsmher, 
concerns priority package, 
he listed p~M/= ~ransit, the 
roorgm~atien f the arana' 
~nquet room, and the 
conti~uatlen of pnrk 
deve~pmant. 
.As far as the transit 
sYStem b eoao~ned, he says 
youth centre perhaps In 
conjunction with handball 
courts. 
On other issues, Talstra 
says a start-up housing 
program for young married 
couples would .be a good 
idea. He also is hoping for 
• e ¢~mplstion of the 
Terraca community plan, 
noted the need for a new 
garbage site replacement. 
Such projects are now 
feasible, says Talstra as the 
boom, and hunt days of 
Terrace are a thing of the 
past. 
I 
JUST 
FOR 
FUN 
VANCOUVER (CP) -- 
Once in a. lifetime it's 
good to do a crazy thing, 
Yves Trudeau, 28, a 
figure skating instructor 
who broke the world 
marathon dancing record 
by 11 minutes, said 
Wednesday. 
Ninety-seven hours m 
his feet (from hot jive to 
slow shuffle) at a local 
disco will get Trudeau 
into the Guinness Book of 
Records said Cliff 
Peacock, one of the 
judges. 
The time to beat he said 
was 96 hours, 49 minutes 
set byan Englishman. 
A second ancer, Paul 
Tt~ lkwald, Thu .r~day, Nov~ml~r, ~S, ~9~ Paine s 
• o 
t stay anyway Staf f  o 
'VANCOUVER (CP)-  No bln'hd 'has dwind~l to 17 Despite the high staff. 
staff will be laid off at the 
Brannan Lake heroin 
treatment centre, even 
though, ithas lest almost hall 
of its patleets following a 
court decision which struck 
down the province's com- 
pulsory heroin treatment 
act, an Alcohol and Drug 
Abuse Commission official 
said Wednesday• 
Commissioner John 
Russell said the number of 
patients "at the centre near 
Nanaimo on Vancouver 
from 30 but. the. 100 em- patient ratio, an ad hee 
ployees wIH he kept m in committee formed to protest 
'case enrolmant pleks Up:. compulou~y heroin addiction 
The centre, which has an treatment Is demanding an 
anntmlbudgotbf~2.Smlillea, invektlgaUan of the centre. 
can handle 150 patients, but, Commlttee chairman 
would operate..efficlently Bruce Clark said Ron 
with 50, he said. 
Enrolment Is' expected to 
Increase, esFecblly ff the 
federal govemmmt chenges 
the Criminal Code to' M iow 
~vleted I=m~ addints to 
volunteer for treatment as 
pert of their Jail sentence.. 
FOR: 
- continued drainage, sewer 
• ELECTION FEATURF~ we~,  27, gave up after I ": 89 hours. The dancers ". 
and water programs 
Twin River Timber by trade, bus system ~proposal, Which 
be has always had some he indicales isn't worth the 
involvement in ¢~nmunity proposed cost for Thornhili 
aelivlties. Wa lmo~ helped at least in its present form• 
to'construct parts of the Wa~mough says  his most 
original ThornhiJlCop~, satisfying accomplishment 
munity Centre• during Ms four years on the 
- inc reased  park. & Ferry ,- 
Wat  ugh ' " lg  ' , , ,~  at l la.m. Sat- ::: mo is ant l=ama amat lon  urday and. got fresh -continued paving ':'~ 
,partners every hour or so. Programs 
ByEDYUDm All amalgamation at~iy 
HerMd 8taffW~er commit .hes been set up to __________  leacners~ . . .  
research the feaMblllty 
amalgamation or pombly --=ukO-ras 
inc0rperatinn for 'l~omMIL I Watmough notes that if the 
issue is taken to referendtlm, 
Terrace 'voters far out- 
number Taornhill so the vote 
would be "weighted". 
He objects to the fact that 
Thornhill is a relatively 
large community that it "Is 
not likely to be giv~ the 
chance to pick its own 
destiny." 
Watmough's own destiny 
changed when he moved 
from Alberta to Terraee'.15 
years ago. He doesn't lay 
why he made the move, 
though he notes "the grass is 
greener over the hill.". 
With his wife Diane, a 
"They are going to maker  ,homemaker, he has raised a 
H voters in Area E of the 
Regional-District of Kltimat- 
8tikine return Les Wat- 
mou~a to office, one fact is 
~ertaln -- they will have a 
m'ong voice against the 
mmalgamation of Terrace 
and Thernbm. 
: Known to some as'the king 
l~ornhfll', the 48-yeur-old 
scaler is disturbed over what 
he foresees as an attempt by 
the B.C. government o 
ec~viane Terrace taxpayers 
that amalgamation with 
Thornhjll is advantageous. 
:;"I have my doubts that the 
dlructor will have much say 
in what happens because 
mmidpal affairs have their 
minds made up," he said. 
LES  W A T M O U G H . . .  
... king of  Thornhi l l  
LES 
WATMOUGI 
believes that a 
Regional Distri 
responsibility is tl 
provide the people 
with required ser- 
vices - water, sewer 
planning and zoning 
fire protection• ancl 
recreation, ', ', ~, 
' "1•  
~1 During my 4 yearthellll 
have convinced' 
Regional District 1o 
prov ide  these  
faci l i t ies to Thor. 
nhlll. 
Vote for a rep. 0n the l
Regional' District; 
who lives in Thor.! 
nhlll. 
Vote 
Watmough 
b 
Po l i t i cs  
ru ined 
marr iage 
NEW WESTMINSTER, 
B.C. (CP) -- Political 
manoeuvring ruined his 
marriage, finances and 
plans to live in Brazil, Nor- 
man Deimooieo, 63, a former 
provincial civil servant, old 
British Columbia' Supreme 
Court Wednesday. 
Deimenlco is seeking to re. 
cover up to $4,000 he spent 
trying to get his severance 
pay and pension owed since 
he i, esigned four years ago. 
He also is seeking damages 
for mental stress and loss of 
Canada Pension benefits. 
He said he had planned to 
marry a Brazilian widow 
and live there but the 
marriage foundered because 
he had to return to B.C. 
because of problems getting 
his settlement from the 
government. The Brazilian 
government would not allow 
Idm to stay there without 
adequate financing. 
He said that daring this pc- 
Hod he had to live with his 
brothers uffered one heart 
attack and other nervous ali- 
ments. 
Deputy Premier Grace 
McCarthy, who was sub- 
imenaed by Delmonlce, said 
she talked about the set- 
flement with him in April, 
I 
RE-ELECT 
r 
TALSTRAoac. X 
~q,q iC~. '  ? 
~r ' f  } i~ l  ' f , r 
To COUNCIL  
I 
Spanee, 44, who died in 
Nasa`so Reglonal Hespltal 
Nov, 3, received inadequate 
medl~l attcotlm, at the 
ccntrs. 
He said a full-Ume doctor 
should replace the part-time 
doctor at the centre 
; .:!. 
He says most rceidenls he board -of directors of the 
has talked to are against regional diatrlct was the 
amalgamatien. He per- ,final approval of the Thor- 
smeily b opposedbm has an r~fli water syst_em• Con- 
open mind, ~ the advantages tracts were.awarded at th~ 
ol amalpma~n can .~be:..:Im,board meeting• 
dearly demonstrated. • . Besides the amalgamation 
"idlowev~ that goes, we issue, Watmongh will push 
are going to have to make for a sewer system, strait 
dcab aml good deals," he lights, and a completed 
pim~lout."Wsarsgoingto c mmunity plan, If he 
nave to watch that Thornhill succeeds In turning back the 
ia represented fairly on the challenges of Nadlne Astute 
five year councils." and Roy Greening this 
HIs concerns laduda the Saturday. 
bargaimng I island develoPm . . . . .  
VANCOUVER (CP) -- I . 
Representatives ef teachers 1 arena restructur,ng to ,nclude 
and school boar& will be 1 , 
involved in. bargaining I I  : ' .  youth centre , '  . : :  
ses¢ons throughout most of : l ,  ,' , 
British Columbia 'today as I 
theYThoseapproachthat fail eodeadlinereach u[ ON NOVEMBER 17th RE-ELECT _ I [ 
averageagreementwillg°tobindlng'increase in ten- l TALSTRAi Jackl X I arbitration. • On Wednesday the ' . 
I : TOTE •RACE.COUNCIL totive agreements was about 9.5 percent 
• , , .  _ 
, ,  i ; )¶ '  
• • 
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SALES PERIOD EXTENDEID TO NOV.ll9 
~.~ ~ ~ . , • . . .  : i ' .  ' 
EVBemNE e, , .  :,. . . . . .  . . . . .  ; A CHOlCE OF BONDS 
. Eye,one who has already b~,ab~/~f lb .~u.yg.ne~Ca nad  ~"-- ~ -="I.. Canada Savings Bondffah/~ of fa  you a g~_at choice. There's a
:~avmgs nonas wih get the new hfg-laer return, even tlaou~fi the i~-~- / -~[ /  Regular interest Road that pa~,s iflter~t ead~ November 1. And a 
bond certificates have the origirl~ll/a&Nl|rw~dp~ 9 em.~., ,  new ~"----  "~/~".~: Compound Interest,Bo~l thatt~invests your interest 
average annum,yield to matur i t i /~ l J l . ]~~,  w hj~J~y ~ - _ :~-~- ~. j . . .  automaticall)~ earn/rag intq.r$~t 9.n interest~ With the new rate a 
on  orbefon~ November  19. r....9 - . . ~ ~  ~.p__~ $100Compol lnd  IflteteSt'~.. d~will g row to$204.82 at maturity in 
'" rg.n~l: ,~.~ ~. ~et~t .hg:mo, . " "A~ '- -~ ~-  - ~ just 7 years . . . .  ' . . . . .  
' ' ~t .- ~- - r .=~--_ ' "A~ VOlt' ' 
• nt  ~,n iP . ;  ; ,9  ~_t l l t lB JP ,  , :  • ~ . _ _ ~ . ~ , ~  • " • ' • • • ' • • 
• . . . . . . .  " " ~ • • -...'~-: .... /~- -  . . .~  . . . . . . .  : . . . .a~ ~:' ,  . ~ ' w t  ml I v  ,~ IE ,  SEQJRE AND Sll . t~ ,~,~+ .... ---.!-..::: ... ~.~) ~.-  .. . , v  ~,~,, 
toeash when theresa need. • ':'~' . . . .  : ' ' ~.s,i~. " i -'~-1 ...;. ~n~y . . . . p. p ' ' of 
. . . .  . ~ .. ~ o',~ie d;i'. ~', :~,m,t~o. Buy yours toaay; ' . . . 
• ° R RN PASr SERIES ' . . . .  ON INCR D . . 
, . . . . . . . . . .  Maturity Average Annual Cash Bonus 
Date Yield to Maturity ~ Maturity 
• Series Nov, 1 from Nov. 1,197 t) per $100 Bond 
1967/68 1980 12.05% $ 6.00 
1968/69 1982 11.05% $13.56 
1970/71 1981 11.29% $ 6.96 
1971/72 1980 12.00% $ 4.25' 
1972/73 1984 10.86% $19.35 
1973/74 1985 10.81% $24.06 
1974/75 1983 10.93% $ 5.58 
1975/76 1984 10.86% $ 8.48 
• !976/~ ~. 19__aS . !0.S!?_/ .°  $12 .~,_  
To receive the cash bonus, the bond must be 
held to maturity. You can however continue to 
cash your coupons or interest cheques each year 
and still be entitled to tim cash bonus. 
• wn/  =ms tRIES 
• A $1,000 Regular Interest Bond of these Series 
Will now pay $120 interest on November 1, 1980 
and $105 each NovemSer I thereafter tomaturity. 
Interest on Compound Interest Bonds will 
now accumulate according to the new annual rate 
structure. In addition, the-Bonds will earn interest 
on interest at their new average annual yield to 
matur i ty-  10.78% for the 1972/78 Serieiand 
10.81% for the 1978/79 Series. A $100 1977/78 
Series Bond will now grow to $237.21 at maturity 
in 1986. A $1001978/79 Series Bond will now grow 
to $202.81 at maturity in 1985. 
The return on all outstanding Series of 
Canada Savings Bonds has now been increased to 
12% for the year beginning November 1,1979. 
The ceturn for each remaining year until the 
bonds mature is 10% ° Yo• Here are the facts: 
SERIES DATED BEFORE 11977 
Holders of these Series will receive the higher 
rate of return through an increase in the value of 
the cash bonus payable on the maturity date of the 
- -  i 'bonds. The new cash bonuses provide an annual 
return equivalent to 12% from'November 1, 1979 
I to Octobi~r 31, 1980 and 10/2% from November 1, 
1980 to maturity. With the new rate, the average 
annual yield to maturity from November 1, 1979 
and bonus payable for each Series are as follows: 
CANADA SAVINGS BONDS-A BEI'i R CHOICETHAN EVER 
r ~t , i .  
q 
I 
6, ~ ~r~,  Thmlday, November, 15, 1979 
Sou l -Saver  
I s  a Hee l  
By Abiga i l  Van  Buren  
(~. 1070 by Ch lc lgo  Trlbuno.N,Y. News Syrld; In¢, 
DEAR ABBY: Last summer I overheard my clergyman 
talking to a young woman who.is a member of his congrega- 
tion. He told her it was all over between them, and that if his 
wife hadn't been in the hospital .it never would have 
happened. He said they should go on as though nothing had 
happened . . . .  
I was so shocked I could hardly believe my ears. This 
minister has done much for the community and is loved and 
cespected by all who know him. He also has a lovely wife and 
family. 
I told my husband about it. He said we all make mistakes 
and that I should keep quiet because if this ever got out it 
might hurt the church. 
Now 1 can't even look at that worthless man without 
thinking what a hypocrite he.is to preach "honor and fideli- 
ty." I would like to be able to forgive and forget, but I just 
can't. 
I have lost all faith in him. What should I do? 
NO NAME, SMALL TOWN' 
DEAR NO NAME: Ymw husband has the right attitude. 
Cleq~ymen are lot Imlato. They sre men with all the 
lrailtles men are IMdr to. One swallow does not • summer 
mdse. N~ doe= ~m tm~s l ion  m~ke a man "wortMess." 
Judge not. Let ~ Lord do the Judging. 
DEAR ABBY: My husband is very good-looking and is on 
the lying side of 50. He doesn't look like the swinging type, 
but I wouldn't put a thing past him. He gives a rather attrac- 
tive, youngish divorcee, who works in his office building, a
ride home nearly every evening. He doesn't accept any pay, 
but he does sometimes stop at her apartment for a drink (he 
says) now and then. 
He*s never more than half an hour late in getting home. 
Do you think he could be unfaithful to me in half an hour? 
CAL'S WIFE 
DEAR WIFE: i don't knew. He's your husband, lady. 
CouM he? 
DEAR ABBY: A guy who works with us has given up 
cigarettes. Not SMOKING them-just BUYING them. 
He has bummed at least one cigarette a day from each of 
the six guys who work with him, and since he never carries 
any of his own, there is no chance of getting one back. 
We can°t say ~;d:don't have any when he asks, since he 
. knows we do, but please tell us how to cure him of this 
' chintzy trick? 
GARY AND FRANK 
DEAR G AND F: Next time he asks for a cigarette, offer 
to SELL Idm s pack, 
DEAR ABBY: I read with interest the letter in which a 
woman physician described her happy sexless marriage. I 
discovered too late that my first wife had a strong aversion 
to sex. (She thought sex was filthy and disgusting.) Conse- 
quently, we developed a meaningful mutual interest in bird- 
watching, music, bowling and tournamentt l~ ip~.~ I '  
We finally found the ultimate solution: DIVORCE. 
My present wife likes to quote the slogan of the rent-a-car 
agency-that claims, "When you're No. 2, you try harder." 
She sure does! . ' 
HAPPY IN CASA GRANDE 
DEAR HAPPY: You lucked out. Some folks have to get a 
kmou lir~t to oppre¢iote a peseh. 
1 
~g~ about me meeting Ihe wil lowy blondel I 
nRd  I~  name of one horse," 
' I CROSSWORD Your Individual • Horoscope .. , 
= Frances Drake 
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)~4~ designer 
A turning point is reached in ! 23 Exhibited 
a relationship. Consult with ate 24Very (Fr.) 
others about joint in- 26 Scepter 
vestments. Accent harmony 
rather than differences. 2/High, in 
TAURUS on music 
(Apr. 20 to May 20) ~ '  13 Suppose 48 Common stones 28 Joseph's 
Watch out for upsets at 
work. A project may have to 
be aborted. Partners seem 
worried, but will prosper 
through your assistance. 
GEMINI w~,  
(May 21 to June 20) ~"7  
Save time for physieal 
fitness. Don't avoid issues ff a 
romantic nterest brings them 
up. Remove impediments o 
true love. 
CANC~ ®~::~ 
(June 21 to July 22) 
A child or family member 
could be upset. Find out 
what's the matter. You'll help 
to straighten out the situation. 
Be supportive. 
, . o  
(July 23 to Aug. 22) 
Local travel is pleasant. 
You tend to fixed opinions 
now, but talks with family 
members will broaden your 
perspective, if you listen. 
v= o 
(Aug. 23 to Sept. 22) 
Financial considerations 
seem paramount ow. It's a 
favorable time for buying and 
selling, but avoid frivolous 
expenditure. UB~ ~ 
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22) 
Others will respond to 
sweetness• and affection. 
Avoid trying to convince with 
rational arguments. Let tn- 
tuition be your guide. 
S~ORPIO ~ j~ 
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 21) 
Behind-the-scenes activity 
serves you well in matters of 
the heart. Watch career 
assumptions. Practice self- 
analysis. 
, SAGITrARIUS ~ @  
(Nov. 22 to Dec. 21) 
A busy round of social ac- 
tivity has both pluses and 
minuses. Know which of your 
acquaintances are .truly 
friends. Be astute. 
CAPRICORN ~ 
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 19) 
A career twist may work to 
your advuntge. Don't make 
grandiose plans/ but consult 
with friends as to the best way 
to act. 
AQUARIUS ~ 
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18) 
Enjoy social amusement 
with friends. Consider a 
change in advisers, but do get 
proper counsel about a career 
matter. Protect capital. 
P~cEs X~ 
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20) 
The emphasis is on taxes, 
estate matters and joint 
assets. Talk with those in the 
know about these things. 
Revise plans, ff necessary. 
YOU BORN TODAY are a 
, natural critic of society and Its 
values. Your greatest uccess 
comes with the development 
of a sense of service and an 
interest in the larger issues of 
life. More inclined to the 
professions than business, you 
can succeed in art, law, 
literature, education. 
13 Feed the 
kitty 
14 Labor org. 
13 Played 
1/Firmament 
18 Canadian 
prey. 
111Amedcun 
general 
Zl Basic 
structure 
14 Far: comb. 
form 
~Mlne 
ontnmce 
N Sanctions 
30 "-- Kupitul" 
31 Blanches 
azSpeck 
23 Instills 
35 Chiness 
wax 
311 Rendered 
fat of hogs 
3'/Detection 
device 
suffix 
49 A cheese 
50 Devours 
51 Woeful 
5Z Biblical 
nsme 
50 A dandy 
DOWN 
1 State further ~A .wing 
Z Luau ~1 Moslem 
necklace magistrate 
Avg. solution time: Z4 min. 
ITIEISIS 
Answer to yesterday's puzzle. 
over nephew 
tombs 29 Asterisk 
9 Swollen 31 Showed off 
10 Actress 34 Malay 
Seamer gibbon 
11 Methods 35 Gave a bad 
16 Corrida review 
shout 37 The 
turmeric 
38 Galatea 
loved 
him 
Bonheur 
4O Peter or 
Ivan 
' 41 Austen 
novel 
I IOILIAISINI~ ISl 44 Mountain 
on Crete 
45 Greek letter 
46 Business 
, abbr. in 
IRIAIEICIEINITI  England 
• 9-11 47 Chemical 
suffix 
the AMAZING SPiDERMAN 
' L,J HEY, PROWL R BABY-- ! 
N;T 
By s ll=. 
27 
12 . W 13 
15 
INP  
Nt"' I 
33 36 134 
oo  I1o 
48 49 J 
51 
8 W9 10 11 
~ i  '~ ~7 
19 j2o 
N" I  I _NN 
" I 
i" 46 47 
5O 
CRYPTOqU]P .::-9-1 l 
ZRXX WNFCSW RCH WNRKGRCG ZFCH-  
CDKKHCW FZ BKGBRK WDSSHC i. 
Yesterday's Cryptoquip -- CARELESS CAR-WASH LAD 
WASTED WASH WATER. 
Today'sCryptoquip clue: W equals S ' 
The Cryptoqdp is a simple substitution dp~J' in which each 
letter used stands for another. If you think that X ~lUulSOr~t ' 
will equal O throughout the puzzle. Single letters, short we , 
and words using an apostrophe can give you clues~,to locating 
vowels. Solution is accomplished bytrial and error.. 
CATFISH 
' ........ ; ' "  I C ~ '  FA~ i~,~*}FAI EIt-,ATCI-I, 1 
|Or  ~N. . .  ~ ~ 1 
f.~_1~,  , 
By Stan Lee and John Romito' 
I ,~M,.~L.' - - - '4 C~L~N'T YOU i I~ - ,~" '~ TWO ANIAC~ 
1'~'7'~ flla ~, BUIL.PIN~ 
TO 7u ,~ ~ B  . , .  
:.' ~ -  Jell: ~ti4'i" 1~'~ CALL A 
:ll~-."f' r "~ :~..~ 't..g~ENT 
By Roger Bollen and Gary Peterman 
the wIZARD OF ID By Brant Parker and Johnny Hart 
L 
• .~'~ , ,.~,.v~ ,~. : .~  ~ 
. :~,,. ~.~.,~ :.: . .;.. , . . 
B.C. :~;]i, ,~ ~I ~ " By Johnny Hart ~: 
• , . ,  . :  ._ . . . .  
~, ,  , , , - - .  4. .,, ~ - ' - ~. : . .  n.~, L " - -  " :: i 
I 
DOONESBURY 
l 
~-  ~ 
By Garry Trudeau 
I~o,¢'r/~/J/#~ N~LL, Z 
fJ///fX./~/F-/_J4~Y /~/R4/YO//D 
E,/NC~ ~/.¢I::t:W=VT' 7///~ 77-/AT,, 
/J/~ H/S ~AN,. 
~ ~ /  ~ _.,,~ 
\ 
~e  ~/N~ ~AP 1" ~-~-N I 
I /¢~ ~ ~ ~/~Ml/~T /~q~V#~nNG ~X/~.~7~ 54YlN~ I I f-I~INP " HAV~ 5r;NT TH~ 
m,¢r lHe l.eT"r~ ~ ~r~tcf~y l 
~..-.~;:. ~:  
J 
Native Indi,ani-i:feast- .m?re than just food 
• It's a timefe,r givtng and gifts 
By KEITH'WAT1r you" when we're full. Yon the booty home in. longer able to dance, but "high chief has demon- displaying their own form, work through the' group, collected almost 
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Special to Use HwaM 
HAZELTON - Not 
everything at conventions i
hard work. Tbe lJgh.te.r side 
• of  the 'lribal councu era- 
. ~nt im in Kbploz was the 
~lmnday feast. 
you must understand the 
Idea of a feast. As opposed to 
a' banquet or a party, the 
• feast idvolvea the display Of 
wealth, and largm of spirit 
and pocks,hank dominates. 
' We followed the traditional 
ttern Thursday. invited 
o the feast hall in Kbpiox, 
~lnounced at the door, and 
~ated" according to a 
~flnite rank. Gitksan and 
(~'rrler salutations filled the 
,~tl.~Mas .llie chiefs sat the 
~ts.  , • • 
aterial wealth in native 
ltui'e carries the same 
nificance as in European 
ltu 'e, with the exception 
~t is displayed through 
ring, not through ac- 
rnulation. So it was that 
~e attending Thursday's 
Lthering increased their 
resflge . through con- 
dbutioss to the feast. 
A~ each guest hearing ifts 
~ terled the hail, their gift- X~ of oranges, apples, 
~ad,  juice; even bananas- 
~Vas greeteo with a shout. 
Their contribution was ~ d~l to the growing pile at o door, and they were 
~hered to their seat with 
mp, 
~°~'~e guests were seated 
~nd began a long series of 
receiving gifts at their seato. 
~o| SCusslon was exchanged, en shared;and the soup 
CO!Hen on. , ,,, 
Thursday night, the soup 
comprised the main part of 
the meal. But the;'tenm 
"soup" is used. lof~elv~ .ib= 
thick broth of mdoaemeat, 
, turnips, and almost 
ely other vegetable you 
ran consider floated in the 
bowl. Definitely a full meal. 
"And one more thing about 
~te soup-or anything else 
"~ered at the feast, It is very 
.~d courtesy to refuse an 
~ffering at an Indian feast. 
We're born to think it's good 
~nera  to say "no thank 
have to shed that Idea whe~ 
you come to an Indian feast. 
And so the soup ~vent 
around, and around, and 
around again. Feast followed 
famine with more pieces of 
fruit than one could eat in a 
week. We tried to keep up 
with the flow, but invariably 
fell behind, only to accept the 
Offerof a plastlc bag to carry 
A Kispiox chief siWng 
close said everyone who 
comes to a fea~t brings a big 
bowl to curry home the extra 
so,~,~Cl more rounds of soup, 
fruit, ju!c~ and bannock... 
The elders drifted to the 
head of the hall, led by the 
presence of Moses Morrison 
of Kisplox, very old and no 
Passing the spirit, part of ceremony ~,l,,, w,. 
i 
FOR COUNCIL 
• - Vote for: - An accessible candidate 
who will bdn 9 a full-time 
q ~  commitment to the job. 
• •-, .~jj 
R citizen who has lived 
i land worked In the Terrace 
communlt 9 for 20  9ears 
R conscientious and 
diligent worker with a 
proven record of hc.d 
work and Involvement in 
communlt~ affairs 
Vote Ha,tress 
Nov. 17 at CIo~fence ' michlel 
I I I I I I  I I  
II m nnnu I F 'I;L !SS,i'noUlg ,N, 
. leader, nonetheless from his 
chair amongst the dance- 
group, 
• Mote waves, of.gifts and 
' songs, the melody and rhyth. 
mcombining in an almost 
evangelical fashion. Soon 
everyone began beating the 
table or chair in rhythm. 
Then the tables are turned. 
A chief explains that the 
strated great wealth in 
holding this feast. Now the 
other chiefs in the area must 
show their gratitude for the 
feast and show their wealth 
to the high chief. 
And so begins the dance. 
Everyone's name is called in 
groups of five or six, and 
they are required.to dance to 
the centre of the hall, each 
• and make a contribution to 
the host chief. 
The music quietens as 
names are being called. As 
reluctant dancers slowly 
make their way to the hall 
centre (you can't after all 
refuse to contribute, just as 
you can't refuse to accept) 
and the music mounts. 
Dancers among the elders 
increasing their singing, 
inciting dancing. The drum 
heats louder. Then, as each 
dancer makes his con- 
tribution and the dancers 
filter back to their seats, 
their donation is announced, 
and the hall cheers. 
Believe me, this fund 
raising method compares 
with any Cancer Society 
drive I've seen. The hall 
Thursday night, proceeds 
going to the tribal coundil's 
scholarship fund. 
Then speeches, more soup, 
coffee, and gab, the process 
of consensus that was the 
basis for decisions in 
traditional Indian society. 
More gifts, more coffee, and 
speeches from the high 
chiefs. Then the cool night 
air. 
K-ispiox kaZ2o band ''~*''II ' 
entertains assembly 
Kenh W|lt photo 
I I I  I I I 
. .  Play 
TELEVISION BINGO 
at home with family and friends 
FRIDAY NOVEMBER 23, 1979 | h30 p.m. 
On CHAN/CHEK and ICTV Satellites 
3 Blackout Bingo Games 
$5,000. In prizes for each game 
10 Early Bird Draws - -  $100. each 
2 Special Draws -- $1,000, each 
• Total $1.8,000 Prizes 
Pick UP TV Bingo Cards at oil participating 
SHOPPERS DRUG MART STORES 
--, SUPERVJtLU STORES 
CHEVRON SERVICE STATIONS 
or telephone 688-4334 in Vancouver 
May to win m Play for fun 
, and support he 
i i i I I 
. . . . . .  ' .... " "  "* " " J I  
Proven ability t o work. i~  ~ i  } 
• . .  " • 
Effective with C~une#*, :  I i " ,  l i  pp' h i l l  
" "~:' ~"" - YES 
Knows your concerns? YES 
ONNOVEMBER 17th RE-ELECT 
TALSTRA. Jack 
TO TERRACE COUNCIL 
X 
En France 
I I |  • • 
K'S OUl OUl 
to C.C. 
The people of France have a special way of enjoying life. 
It's called lole de vlvre. You can see II In lhelr art, hear II In lhelr 
music and lasle it In lhelr culslne. France will offer you the 
best of everything.That~ one reason Canadian Club is there. 
It's nice to know the world can get together about something. 
Around the wodd when people think of the finest, tightest, 
smoothest whisky, they think of Canadian Club. 
Cmmm' lan  C lub .  "The  ~ M ~ 14¢mle"  In  S7  lamls :  A~¢..~.,.I .q A,,v,r,., A . . tu  ~... i ,al, , i  Au.. . .~ H i~ , .  ~ 
I L l l l , l d , -  }Sq lg . , .  }'~.,,.tldJ ~hd.,I t All+hlJ ~'.llKIt~ {.;.tl~d~ ( I1@1' t 'ol ,~ml~t I' l '~l.t I~,, .} L III.h J , '  ( ~|'h~. {~¢mtLSPk ()~,tf~,.,~ t - t~ , ' l , ,H .  
h *Hd,,t l ip { .d  I .d h i l l ,  *' t~'Hl i  I1'~ L;,lal,tlI I ~ L~41'I'~ I '  L~fsNqlltrht (~ft~fl.h¶,l ~it.tlllqLqPt~t' H,t'?, 14pll,t.J 140,1 ~ t~,,, k ,,hr,,~,l~ ~ k, i~.l,, ? 
Irl,t, ¢ hht*.h.,a,t il,lq iol1.1ftlt l,i l.'l li t*~ IvO~5 t'ot~l Llfq,t't.I LtpJq~ h'dlll ~Iql~l ~Olt~.l I s'tsi.,us I'I~ S M.hf*s~Iti,II~td, ~ fl;~,:.1 
MLi~h M.l,bll~llll,' M,.I.,I. ~Io,I.I,LII i~,~,~lll I~I'I'.I~ N~'~..'l'.ll.llhl N,~I*PLI ~If~.l~ I'.IM~LI, P.IIIpll.I ll.tl.t~uJ~ Pp%. I'I~.,,IT, ,.. 
l l l l , l l l l l  l ' l l lhll~,ll l ' l l l l i l l l~ l l  i I ~; l l l t , l l  I~II'I ' ~dl~*Ill l l l l '  ~I,I'IIlAIIiI,1%11.III, .'~fll,lp,k.t ~l l l l l l . l l l l  ~l , l~l l ' l l  .~l~llrl']llllh~ 11hl|~ IIII~I,I~LI ?,~i" 
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L O C A L  ONLY: 
20 words or less S2.0o per in. 
serllon. Over 20 words 5 cents 
per word. 
3 or more consecutive Insertions 
~!.50 per laser t]on. 
REFUNDS: 
First insertion charged for 
whether run or not. 
Absolutely no refunds after acl 
has been set. 
CORRECTIONS: 
Must be made before second 
insertion. 
Allowance cen be made for only 
one incorrect ed. 
BOX NUMBERS: 
75 cents pickup. 
~1.75 mailed. 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY: 
Rates available upon request. 
NATIONAL CLASSIFIED 
RATE : 
22 cents per agate line. 
Minimum charge $5.00 per In. 
sertlon. 
LEGAL * POLITICAL and 
TRANSIENT ADVERTISING: 
~3.60 per column inch. 
BUSINESS PERSONALS: 
~1.00 per line per month. 
aria 4 month basis only. 
DEADLINE 
DISPLAY: 
4:00 p.m. 2 days prior to 
publication day. 
CLASSIFIED: 
I1:00 a.m. on day previous to dey 
of publication Monday to Friday. 
ALL CLASSIFIED CASH WITH 
ORDER other then 
BUSINESSES WITH AN 
ESTABLISHED ACCOUNT. 
,:..COMMUNITY" 
,~ ~-.SERVlCES " I'00MING EVENTS I: 
8. CARD 0F " 
THANKS 
30,~;FURNITURE . 
& APPLIANOES ' 
31, 
GARAGE SALE 
Service charee of S~.00 on all 
N.S,F. ¢hsques. 
WEDDING DESCRIPTIONS: 
No charge provided news sub- 
miffed within one month. $5.00 
production charge for wedding 
and.or engagement pictures. 
News of weddings (write.ups) 
received one month or more 
after event $10.00 charge, with or 
without picture. Subject to 
¢ondensMIon. Payable in ad. 
vance. 
CLASSIFIED 
ANNOUNCEMENTS: 
Births 5.50 
Engagements 5.50 
Marriages S.50 
Deaths 5.50 
Funerals 5.50 
Carde of Thanks 5.50 
N~morlal Notices S.50 
PHONE 635.6357 
Classified Advertising Dept. 
Effective 
October 1, 1978 
Single Copy 2Oc 
By Carrier mth 3.00 
By Carrier year 33.00 
By Mall 3 mth. 15.00 
By Mall 6 mth. 25.00 
Ey Mall I yr. 45.00 
Senior Citizen lyr. 20.00 
British Commonwealth and 
United States of America one 
year 55.00. 
Box 399, Terrace, B.C. 
VaG 2M9 
HOME DELIVERY 
Terrace & District 
Thornhlll & District 
Phone 635.6357 
Kitlmat & District 
Phone 632.2147 
The Herald reserves the right 
toclasslfy ads under appropriate 
headings and to set rates 
therefore and to determine page 
location. 
The Herald reserves the right 
to revise, edit, classify or relect 
any advertisement end to retain 
any answers directed to the 
Herald BOX Reply Service, and to 
repay the customer the sum paid 
for the advertisement and box 
rental. 
Box replies on "Hold" In. 
structions not picked up within 10 
days of expiry of an ad. 
vertisement •will be destroyed 
unless mailing Instructlons are 
received. Those answering Box 
Numbers are requested not to 
send originals of documents to 
avoid loss. 
All claims of errors In ad'. 
vertlsements must be received 
by the publisher within 30 days 
offer the first publication. 
It Is agreed by the advertiser 
requesting space that the 
liability of the Herald In the 
event of failure to publish an 
advertisement or In the event of 
an error appearing In the ad. 
vertlsement as published shall 
be limited to the amount pold by 
the advertiser for only one In. 
correct insertion for the portion 
of the edverflelng space occupied 
by the incorrect or omitted item 
only, and that there shall be no 
liability to any event greeler 
than the amount paid for such 
advertising. 
Advertisements must comply 
with the British Columbia 
Human Rights Act which 
prohibits any advertising that 
discriminates against any 
person because of his race, 
religion, sex, color, nationality, 
ancestry or place or origin, or 
because his age Is between 44 
and 65 years, unless the condition 
Is Justified by a bone fide 
requirement for the work In- 
volved. 
54. BUSINESS 
PROPERTY 
INCHES AWAY CLUB 
Meet every Tuesday night at 
8 In the Skeena Health Unit. 
For more Into phone 635.3747 
or 635-3023 
OV ER EATERS 
ANONYMOUS 
meets Wednesday at 8 p.m. 
at St. Matthew's Anglican 
Church basement. Phone 
635.4427 after 6:30 p.m. 
Birthright Office 
Pregnant? In need of sup- 
port? Call Birthright 635- 
;3907 Nbr. 3-4621 Lskelse. 
Office Hours: Tues. 11 a.m..  
8 p.m., Wed. 9:30 a.m. - 5 
p.m., Thurs. 11 a.m.- 9 p.m., 
Prl. 1 p.m.- 10 p.m. or Call 
635.3164 or 635.5136 anytime. 
38, 
WANTED MISC; 
55. PROPERTY 
FOR SALE 
SKEENA CENTRE 
ONCE MORE WE OPEN 
OUR DOORS TOTHE 
SEN I ORS OF TH E 
COMMUNITY. 
We offer 
COFFEE 
CONVE RSATION 
& 
CRAFTS 
In a friendly 
Drop-In Centre 
atmosphere 
We supply 
MATERIALS 
INSTRUCTION 
& 
TRANSPORTATION 
as well es an area for 
relaxation. For more In- 
formation about these and 
other act ivit ies,  please 
phone 635-2265 and ask for 
Skeena Centre. See you there 
eny time between 8 am and 
3:30 pm Mondey thru 
Friday. 
I 
'COMING EVENTS 
56. BUSINESS 
OPPORTUNITY 
Kitlmat A,A. Construction 
Group In Kltlmat: telephone 
632.3713. 
MEETINGS: 
Monday. Step Meetings 8:30 
p.m. Lutheran Church. 
Wednesdays Closed 
Meetings 8:30 p.m. United 
Church, 
Fr idays-  Open Meetings 
8:30 p.m. Skeene Health 
Unit, K l t lmat General 
Hospital. 
AI-Anon Meetings. Tuesday 
- 8 p.m. United Church. 
Rape Relief 
Abortion Counselling 
& Crisis Line for 
Women 
6~4]U 
Do you feel you have a 
drinking problem? There is 
help 
Avallablel 
Phone 635.4646 
635.9052 
638.1514 
Alcoholics Anonymous 
Meetings: 
Mon.e:30pm United Church. 
Men. 8 p,m.-Alanon.Skeena 
Health Unit. 
Thurs. or Sat. 8:30 p.m. Mills 
Memorial Hospltel. 
Ladles Slim Line Club meets 
Monday evening - 6:30 p.m. • 
United Church basement, 
Kltlmat. 
Women's A.A. Meetings - 
every Tuesday night at 7:30. 
4711 Lazelle Ave. 635.5145. 
WANT E D DONAT IONS 
The Three Rivers Workshop 
for the Handlcappod ere 
looking for donations of eny 
old, broken or used places of 
furniture, also any discarded 
wood products we could use 
for recycling or renovating. 
Call us af 635-2238 between 
8a,m. and 3 p.m. We will try 
to make arrangements for 
pickup. 
MILLS MEMORIAL 
THRIFT SHOP 
Mil ls Memoria l  Hospital 
Auxiliary would eppreclete 
any donations of good, clean 
clothing, any household 
Items, toys etc. for their 
Thrift  Shop. For pickup 
service phone 635-5320 or 635- 
5233, or leave donations at 
the Thrift Shop on Lazelle 
Avenue on Saturdays bet. 
wean 11 a.m. end 3 p.m. 
Thenk You. 
TERRACE 
WOMEN'S 
CENTRE 
• a support service 
for women- 
4711 LAzelle Ave. 
behind TIIIIcum Theatre 
635-5145 
Drop In: 10 a.m. - 6 p.m. 
Nk)n.. Thurs. lg a.m. • 4 p.m. 
Friday. We offer e com- 
fortable relaxed at- 
mosphere to meet and share 
Ideas. Children are welcome. 
EVENING PROGRAMS: 
7:30 pm Tuesdays. Women's 
A•A. 1st Wednesday of month 
Status of Women. 2nd 
Wednesday . single parents 
(led by e single father. 3rd 
Wednesday Men and 
Women's Rap. Thursdays - 
Women's Night Out. 
SKEENA HEALTH UNIT 
2.3215 Eby Sh 
Terrace, B.C. 
635-6307 
CHILD HEALTH CON. 
FERENCES 
Weekly at Eby St. Every 
Tues. 1:30 - 3:50 pm. Phone 
for appointment. 
Held at Thornhlll Elgin., 4th 
Tues. of every month from 
1:30 - 3:30 pm. Phone for 
appointment. Babyslffere 
who bring children must 
have parents' written con- 
sent for Immunlzatlon. 
ADULT IMMUNIZATION 
CLINICS 
Every Mon. and Wed. from 3 
.4:10 pro. By appointment 
only. 
PRE-NATAL CLASSES 
Held throughout he year for 
expectant parents. Phone 
Health Unl,~ for details and 
registration. 
PRE.NATAL BREATHING 
and RELAXATION 
EXERCISES 
Held every Men. afternoon 1 
.2 pro. 
HOME NURSING CARE 
Nursing care In the home for 
those who need It, on referral 
from their family doctor. 
Terrace area only. 
PRE.SCHOOL SCREENING 
CLINICS 
18 months: at Child Health 
Conferences. 6 yrs. once'to 
twice monthly. 41/2 - 5 yrs. 
(pre.klndergarfen }: Spring 
blitz. Developmental, vision, 
hearing screening done. 
Please phone for ap- 
pointment. 
VD CLINIC 
Phone for appointment. 
Treatment available. 
SANITATION 
Public health Inspectors can 
assist with sanitation 
problems, such as food 
polsonlngs and complaints, 
sewage disposal, pr ivate 
water supplies and 
nuisances. 
SPEECH and HEARING 
CLINIC 
(Held at 4612 Grelg Ave. Tel.; 
638-1155). The audiologist 
will do hearing tests on 
referral by family doctor or 
communlty health nurse. 
Speech pathologist 
therapist wil l  carry out 
speech assessments and 
therapy. 
LONG TERM CARE 
At 205.4621 Lazelle Ave. Tel. 
635-9196. 
Assessment and planning for 
those eligible for Long Term 
Care. 
COMMUNITY 
VOCATIONAL 
REHAB I LITATION 
SERVICES 
AID TO HANDICAPPED 
At 205-4621 Lazelle Ave. Tel. 
635-9196. 
Assessment and guidance 
for vocational and social 
rehabl l l tet lon done by 
consultant. 
Weight Watchers meeting 
held every Tuesday at 7 p.m. 
In the Knox United Church 
Hall, 4907 Lazelle Avenue. 
BA;~AAR AND TEA 
The Order of the Royal 
Purple ladles Invite the 
public to thelr fell sale and 
tea. November 17 1:30 P.M.-- 
,4:00 P.M. In the new Elk's 
Home 2822 Tetrault Street. 
NC..17 November 
Terrace Figure Skating LlUO 
will be holding a Craft and 
Bake Sale.. Saturday, 
November 17 10:00.4:00 p.m. 
et the Skeena Mall N(: 16N 
The Anglican Church Bazaar 
will be held Sat. Nov. 24, 
1979. (no23N) 
The first parent's Committee 
at the Child Development 
Centre will hold their annual 
Christina Doll Raffle. Prizes 
ere doll with wardrobe and 
handmade single bed size 
quilt. Tickets are now on sale 
with the draw taking place 
December 22nd. For tickets 
contact. Marie at 638-1437 or 
Elaine at 635.4216. 
NC.19N 
2nd Kltsumkelum Gir l  
Guides are holding a White 
Elephant Sale Saturday Nov. 
17 at Upland Elementary In 
the Gymnasium for 10 a.m. 
to 2 p.m. 
NC 16 N 
The Terrace St. Mathew's' 
Church Bazaar will be held 
Sat. Nov. 24 1979. 
(NC 23 Nov) 
FOUR NORTH 
WEST ARTISTS 
There will be an exhibition of 
paintings end prints at the 
Kl t lmat Museum Gallery 
from November 20 to 
December 21. 
Vlvlan Antonlw, Adrian 
Gunn, Mart in Honlsch, 
Cindy Squazzln. Museum 
Hours are from 12.5, Fridays 
from 12 to 8, closed Sun and 
Men. 
NC.19 N 
Terrace Italian 
Canadian Club 
Annual Xmas Dance 
Dec. 8 1979 
Arena Banquet Room 
Music: Commancberea, Hot 
supper, Doors epen at 0 p.m. 
Proceeds to the Child 
Development Center. 
NC.19N 
June Kozlowskl of Terrace 
Dog Grooming 4906 Galr 
Ave., 638.1702, Would like to 
extend thanks to everyone 
who showed patience and 
consideration during my 
absence. Also for the •kind 
offers of help upon my 
return. Business now as 
usual 
C4.19 N' 
SEARS 
SAL ES AGENCY 
Wholesale merchandise 
Auction services 
Ornamental Ironwork 
3972 Doble Street 
Phone 635-7824 
10a.m.-2p.m. 
Closed Mondays 
(cm-12.10-79) 
GEMINIEXCAVATING 
LTD. 
iWes Andrews )
Backhoe Work 
Hourly and Contract 
635.3479 
anytime 
(am-1.10-79) 
PDQ 
Carpet & Flooring 
Installation 
You supply -we  Install 
438.1691 
(am.1-10.79) 
INSlSTON 
THE BEST 
Concrete septic tanks In 
stock. Get relief with a 
concrete Investment. 
Schmlffy's Ex~vetlng 
435.3939 
(em.1-10.79) 
COLLIER EXCAVATING 
Backhoe Work 
Phone 635.5340 after 6 p.m. 
(am-1-10.79) 
Pre-School  Superv isor  
wanted for Terrace Day 
Care. Call 638-1171, 635-2243 
CFTN- 1-11-79 
T~e 
DALLY HERALD 
needs 
CARRIERS 
In the following areas: 
Thornhlll 
Cottonwood St., Empire 
St., Paquefle Ave., Kofoed - 
DeHardlnes, Kofoed - 
Sharpies, River Dr,, I 
Burgess . Laurler Ave., 
Thornhlll St., Pine St., 
Muller St., Newelh Golf 
Course. 
Terrace 
Highway 16 W., Willow 
Creek Rd., 4900 Block 
Agar, 4700 Block Ager, 
Galr, Tweedle, Lloyd, 
Green, 6500 Block Grelg. 
It you are Interested In one 
of these routes please 
phone: 
6354357 
between 9 am and 5 pm. 
Kitlmat 
Yukon St., Quail . SterlMg 
Streets, Oriole . Osprey 
Streets. 
Interested --  phone Kelth 
at: 
432.2747 
)nc.cffn) 
"For Safer Living. Fuel Economy & Cleaner Air, I: 
• CHIMNEYS BOILERS' • 
eA IR  DUCTS FURNACES'e 
eFIREPLACES 
PRO-VAC INDUSTRIES 
CANADA LTD. 
Services Division 
Specialists In power-vac cleaning 
96 Starling Street., 635-5292" 
Kltlmat, B.C. vac 11(5 632.2466 
THE BANK OF 
NOVA SCOTIA 
Is accepting eppllcatlons for 
night posters. Ap. 
proximately 3-4 hours per 
evening. Five days a week. 
Exparlen.ce preferred. Apply 
In person to Mr. Adrian 
Enrlght. 
A3.19 N 
Buy or Sell Marlelle fashion 
and gold iewellery. 
Managers and sales persons 
needed In this area. For your 
free catalogue please phone 
638.8392 evenings or write to: 
Marlelle Nbr49.4825 Graham 
Avenue, Terrace, B.C. If 
Interested In learning how t0 
obtain free Jewelry or selling 
please advise." 
CI2-30 N 
RECEPTIONIST 
Required In Chartered 
Accountants  o f f i ce .  
Responslbllltlee will Include 
payro l l  and basic recor. 
dkeoplng procedures as well 
as reception dutules. 
Competitive remuneration. 
Wrlflen replies only will be 
coneldered. Reply to: 
Mr. John G. McMynn 
Carlyle Shepherd & 
Co.,C.A.'s 
4548 Lakelea A, venue 
Terrace, B.C. 
All replies will be 
acknowledged and will be 
handled In confidence. 
A2.16N 
NEEDED IMMEDIATELY 
Avon representatives to 
work In the following areas.' 
1) Copperslde Estates 
2) Muller, Valleyvlew area 
3) Sparks, Munthe and 
Westvlew area. 
PIs call Norma at 635.7496 
CTFN 2-~.79 
"Salesman and "service man 
required for a fast growing 
Industrial Doeler shop. Pie 
mall Inquiry to PO Box 215. 
Telkwa B.C. 
C20.23 Nov 
i , | ,  , 
An opening exists for a 
porchaslng.lnventory clerk 
for a company In Terrace. 
Consideration wil l  be given 
to any mature person with an 
aptitude for figures. Neat 
work habits and a con- 
sclontlous attitude. Phone 
635.4076 after 5 p.m. 
C5-19 N 
Offers Invited for clear 
cuffing an eight (8) acre 
stand of L. Pine and birch. 
To be followed by grubbing 
and clsarlng for cultivation. 
Merchantable trees to 
contractor, balance to be 
decked on the property. 35 
miles east of Terrace on 
Highway 16. D Harvard, 
P.O. Box 2488, Smlthers B.C. 
847-2993 
P20-11 Dec. 
lnglls portable washer and 
dryer for sale. Like new. 
5400.00 set. Phone 635.4842 
C7.23 N 
Stereo, Stereo st;mnd, book. 
case, bedroom suite, single 
bed etc. 
Ph 635.3644 after 6 p.m. 
C3.19 N 
One automatic copper color 
Kenmore washer. $'100.00 
Firm. Phone 635.6667 after 5 
p.m. 
P3.19N 
There will be a garage sale 
at 4831 Scott Avenue 
Saturday, I1 a.m. to 2 p.m. 
and Sunday 1 p.m. to 2 p.m. 
Men's new size 7V2 skates, 12 
volt fo 110 power convertor, 
• geese decoys, antique milk 
and cream cans, new C.B. 40 
channel radio, • record 
player, exercise equipment, 
AshI.Pentax Camera and 
attachments, Projector and 
screen, new men's slacks 
and clothing size 34, winter 
coat and overcoat..large, 
ladles pantsuits 38.44 
C.2.16 N 
Utility trailer, reasonably 
priced, must be seen to be 
appreciated. 
Ph 635.3520 anytime. 
PS.21N 
5 wide uniroyal Tires on 
white spoked rims, like new. 
Ph 635.2969. 
C3.16 N 
4 8"X15" 5 hole Jeop wheels. 
2GR 78-15 Radial studded,~ 
snow tires wlth*'~fransam~ 
rims. 
2GR 70-15 radial summer 
tires with traneam rims• 
Ph 638.1547 
PS-16N 
For Sale Flrew®d by the 
cord. Ph 635-2670. 
P2-1S,19 N 
410 John Deere Backhoe for 
hre. Phone 635.4081. (cm-5. 
10.79) 
Wanted to Buy-Batteries 
from old car and truck and 
cat. Top price paid. Will p i ck  
up. Ph 635-4735. 
P20-30 Nov 
Wanted to Buy: Used fur- 
niture such as couch, chalr, 
table & chairs. Phone 635- 
5417. (ctfn-11-10-79) 
Wish to babysit In my home Paying top prices for coin 
In hospital area. Phone 635. collections, gold,  paper 
4596 money, any sliver coins 1968 
C5.21N : or pr ior.  Will buy any 
amount large or small.  
Would like to babysit In'my Phone 112.964.8122 or write 
own home Eight years ex- Coin Collections, 354 Burden 
parlence. Streof, Prince George, B.C. 
Ph 635-5893 V2M 2H3. 
C2.16 N P7-22 N 
ARE YOUR CEIL INGS 
GETT ING D INGY 
LOOKING? If they are, have 
them pro fess lona l ly  
resprayed. Call Earl at 635. 
27/6. (c40-12D) 
BACKHOE 
for 
HIRE 
Phone 
6354454 
635-6757 
(ctfn-2-10-79) 
HARLEY'S PAINTING 
& DECORATING 
Drywal l ,  stucco, ti le, 
linoleum. Free estimates. 
Phone 
638.1095 
One zero clearance fireplace 
, heafllator type. 36" wide, 
with screen. Asking $295 
FIRM• Ph 635.5979 
C5.16N 
1976 Zenith chest freezer. 2 
WANTED: 
Used or left.over siding 
material (chlpboard etc.)'for 
use on barn. Roofing 
mater ia l  also. In good 
condition only. 
Phone after 6 635-4698 
CASH 
Will pay Instant cash for 
BCRIC shares. Ph 635.4226. 
c20.11 N 
20 ft Sangster 165 MC trim 
tabs galley pack anchor 
pack. Portable heed C•B• 
Compass. Stereo, Dinghy, 
comes with trailer •Call after 
5 p.m. 635.3204. 
CtS-21N 
2 Br house frldge and stove. 3 
Br 12X68 fully furnished 
cu ft. All reesonable offers trailer warm. No s.lngles,no 
considered. Phone 635.4256 pe~s. Apply at office 331,9 
after 6 p.m. Kofoed Drive for Interview. 
C5-16 N I°2.15 N 
1979 Mustang Cobra, 302V8, 
am-fm, mpx• Offers? 635. 
3822 or 635.6556 
P 15,16,20 
1975 Blazer 4X4 In good 
condition,low mileage. Ph 
635.4586 for further Into. 
C5-21 N 
Three bedroom view home 
overlooking Terrace and the 
• Skoena Valley. Many ex. 
callent features, Including 
wall to wall carpeting, built 
In dishwasher, two full baths 
and large covered =undeck. 
Located In a quiet residential 
a rea  only minutes from 
schools and downtown. 
Possession can be Im- 1970 Toyota Station Wagon 
mediate. To vlew phone 798. 1965 Chev Mallbu Station 
2258 after 6 ore. (atfn-11.10. Wagon. 
Ph 635.36O4 
Large two bedroom home P5-21 N 
with third In completely 
finished basement. Feat0res For Sale-Offers 
two glassed In fireplaces, 1969 Pontiac 4 door sedan. 
built in dishwasher, covered 1962 Cadillac Convertable. 
back deck. ~Q)mpletely 1946 Chev. Panel 
landscaped yard with garden 1953 Chev. Panel 
space and greenhouse. 1947 Plymouth Coupe. 
House located In nice 1967 Pontiac 2 door hard top 
residential area In for parts. 
municipality on one lot with 1.383 Motor 
extra lot adjacent. Priced to 1.289 Motor 
sell. For appolntmenf to View at 3514 Clore Avenue, 
view plse. ph 635.3205 Thornhlll. Phone 635.9765. 
mornings. C3-16 N 
P5.16 N 
1973 Ford Station Wagon, 
For Sale by builder. Your Auto P.S.P.B.P.W. Tow 
choice of six homes. Prices package. Ideal family car. 
reduced For more In- 1973 Plymouth Furey 
formation pls call collect P.S.P.B. Auto. Tow package. 
days.562-4114, evenings.582- This car Is In very good 
3697 . . . .  running condition, Ideal for 
CTFN.25 Oct 79 second car. 
Cemparlend-5412 Highway 
Eagle Street.Kltlmat. Cozy 3 16 West. Ph 635.6174. Dealer 
Br. bunglaow with carpet, Nbr. 5731. 
franklin f ireplace, Stone C3.16 N 
fenced lot. As|umsble. 10 
percent 1st mortgage. To 
vlew-632.6379 
C5.20 N " ' ' 
Beautiful new 3 bedroom 
house on quiet, paved street, 
carport, covered walkway, 
with carpet, cedar sldlng. 
Priced to sell. 635.4826. 
C7.23N 
1969 Voxhall. $300.00 Ph 635- 
5579 after 5 p.m. 
C2.15 N ,  
1974 Chev 4 door, 350 V.8 
Auto Transmission. P.S. 
New tires. Asking Sl,795.00 
OBO Phone 638-8424 after 6 
p.m. 
P5-19 N 
1964Mercury M700 with 16 f l  
For Rent: 900 sq ft. on b~ ,O~grat ,  Akerh~ .a "As 
second floor. Air  con- Is:Where Is basis Ph 635. 
dltloned. Located et 4623 9131. To view. 
Lakelse Avenue. Ph 635.2552. CS.lS N 
CTFN 2.11.79 1978 Bronco P.S.P.B. Poll. 
fraction 351 with 4 speed. 
Exc. tapedeck and radio. 
Asking S7,800. Call 635.5416. 
CS.21 N 
For rent or Lease--truckers 
location avai lable in 
Thornhlll. 40 foot by 80 foot 
shop. Two and one half acres 
• cleared and levelled land. 2 
B);~'traller available. Contact 
Rus~.ior. ~Ir t  at 635.7754 o~. 
F~t~" i~ Cisrri~. ~ ' " '  
A2.16 N 
Valuable commercial lot In 
Terrace. For sale or build to 
owners requirements. For 
Into pls ph. Russ Roper 562. 
4114 Collect. 
CFT1~:2-11-79 
1979 Ford F-158 Explorer 
Like new, must sell. Only 
7,000 KM.' Ph 635.2198 after 6 
p~rh~ . . . . .  
C4-16 N 
1976 Sierra 4 wheel drive. 
Good Cond. Lots of Extras. 
Low mileage. Must sell Ph. 
638-150S. 
CPTN 6-11-79 
Partially cleared ~ acre, 
waterfront on Skeena street. 
Priced to sell. Ph 638.8340 
P5-21N 
Lot For SALE Excellent 
large lot on 4516 Cedar 
Crescent. Ideal residential 
area with potential view. 
$21,000. Contact 635-7696.' 
CTFN-211-79 
For Sale--ShEke and Cedar 
Mill, located In Cadarvllle 
B.C. Assets Include Jon- 
sereds resaw, cubing 
machine, shingle sew 
shapeover. Resaw gummer, 
double butt shingle sew, 1962 
International Flat deck 
truck, Powell air guide 
cuber, 1958 Gravel Truck, 
Timber Jack skipper, 350 
cmc Motor on Sklppas, 
Gummer ,  . chelneaws, 
conveyors, motors, belts~ 
Misc. Tools and Equipment. 
Asking price negotiable for 
further Into Contact Brian 
Elder 635-4951 weekdays 
between 8:30 A.M. and 4:30 
P.M. 
A10-20 Nov 
Mobile Home for 5ale. 1971 
Leader, 12X60, 3 Bdrm. set 
up In Kalum Trailer Court, 
fully furnished, 2 propane 
tanks, 250 gal oil tank. To 
view phone 635.,¢167. 
PS-20 N 
Reasonably priced 12XS4 
Marietta fully furnished. S!t 
up In trailer court. To view 
635.2619 
P5-16 N 
12X68 Statesman. Set up In 
Col-Smith trailer Court with 
washer and dryer, stove and 
frldge. 
Ph 635-9742 after S p.m. 
C5.21 N 
For Sale 1978 14X70 Manco 
Mobile Home unfurnished. 
Set up and skirted In local 
trailer park. Ph. 685.9735. 
For Sale 1968 10X52 Mobile 
Home with 8X24 ft l ow 
shack. Includes frldge and 
stove, washer and dryer. Ph 
638.1529 
1=5-15 N 
1972 Norwestern Mobile 
Home 12X56 with 10X12 
finished addit ion . Un-  
furnished. In good condition. 
Reasonably priced. Ph. 635. 
5539 
CTFN 31-10.79 
10%OFFALLMEATS 
Beef, Pork, Lamb, 
Turkey, Fish & Dell 
.. at 
Overwaitea 
All this week Nov. 13 to 17 
Equipping a youn@ter's 
environment doesn't have to 
be a'problem if you're care- 
ful to select furniture and 
aecessories that can grow 
with your child. 
Chi ld ren  prefer  open 
storage units to closed be- 
cause they. ran see what's 
W here...and often put 
things away more readily. 
. , o .  
I 
• :~:  :+: , ' • i  • , 
For example, experts on 
child behavior say, toys and 
thin@ that challenge, such as 
balls or bikes, should not be 
so large that they intimidate 
instead of stimulate. Don't 
hang a baskethail hoop 12 
feet off the ground for a 
very young child. The easieL' 
it is. to make a shot, the 
more likely he'll be to try. '  
One way to learn a lot  
about the furniture and. 
equipment that's right• for 
small fry is in a new book, 
"Kids' Stuff," written by 
furniture experts Geri Bran 
and Lands Foa, with the 
advice of a number of child 
care experts. Available for 
$8.95 in paperback, this 208. 
page book from Panthcon 
Books  o f fe rs  a wide 
'and useful variety of sug- 
gestions on a range of equip. 
meat that can grow with a 
baby into adulthood. Sub- 
jeers covered include sleep- 
ing, storage, work a~d play 
surfaces, eating, indoor/ 
outdoor equipment, seating , 
lighting and accessories. 
Must sell Immedlately. For your Xmas Shopping 
visit Jeanette's Ceramics In 
1977 31 Foot Wilderness New Remo-Nelson Rd. 
Travel Trailer. Asking Candles and Borble Doll 
~,500.~0. View at Reel Inn Clothes and Ceramics. 
Motel Highway 16 West. Last • 
• 635.7395 
trailer on left. 1°20.30 N " 
CTFN 2-1t.79 
MUST SELL IM- 
MEDIATELY: 1977 31 ft. 
Wilderness :travel trailer. 
Asking S8,500. View at Reel 
Inn Motel, Hlghway 16 W. 
Last troller on left. (dfn.2- 
10~79) 
MOTORHOMES FOR 
RENT: 20' to 28'. 
Luxuriously equipped. Fully 
Insured. Available for Nov., 
Dec., Jan. Phone 632.2420. 
(c20-16N) 
Explorer 8 foot Canopy boat 
rack, back ladder. 
Removable back door, plus 
centre deer .,~ eider ~, Plonesr 
Chain saw. Vangtmrd~g fOot 
canopy with Insert and fl00r 
door, beth lined, Insulated 
~nd wired. Will trade for 
pickup or cash or ski-doe. 
"638-1744 
"P3-19 I'1 
LEGAL 
/~ NOTICE INVITING 
.... APPLICATIONS FOR 
". MAINTENANCE OF 
~A .-TItORNHILt~ EF USE 
.~l,.-'. ,;-~ ~ ;~SITE 'Y~'~'""' ++ 
Sealed tenders addressed to 
the undersigned and marked 
ThornhHI Refuse Site 
Maintenance will be 
received until 4:30 p.m. 
November 19,1979. 
Specification anc~ contract 
documents may be obtained 
on request from the Regional 
District of Kltlma~,S.~lkl~e, 
Nbr. 9.4644 Laze[ le" /~v~ 
Terrace, B.C. 635-7251. 
The lowest or any tender 
will not necessarily be ac. 
cepted. 
A4-13,14,15,16N 
.+-.,," NOTICE 
NOTICE TOCREDITORS 
IN THE MATTER OF THE 
ESTATE OF WILL IAM 
MARTIN CAMPBELL, late 
of Telegraph Creek, 
Province of British 
Columbia. 
Creditors and others having 
claims against the above 
estate are required to send 
full particulars of such 
claims to the undersigned 
executors at P.O. Box 609, 
Terra re, Province of British 
Columbia, VOG. 488, on or 
before January lath, 1960 
after which date the estate 
will be dlstrlhuted among the 
parties entitled thereto, 
having regard ~ ly  to the 
claims of which they have 
notice. 
NELL IE  CAMP.  
BELL,Admlnlstratrlx 
CRAMPTON AND BROWN, 
Solicitors 
A21-1S,16,22,23N 
r;,~ .; ;  ~.; ;.',~,'~ ,~,',,'~ ' , . .  
NOTICE OF SALE 
MECHANIC'S LIEN ACT 
Notice Is hereby given to A. 
E." Clapp the registered 
owner of a Triumph Herald 
Convertable. Registration 
Nbr. 1~94807, Serial SFC. 
12939 to come forth befor.~ 
November 20th, 1979 to)' I~Y 
outstenpl~g balanc# awed .to,' 
for services performed on 
the afore montloned vehicle 
on or about June 11, 1973 or 
vehicle will be sold for cost el 
Incurred charges. 
P10.20 N 
The Lazelle Medical Centre Is maintaining 
temporary facilities. Patient care will 
continue and files have been preserved. For 
Information and appointments please call: 
635-6263 or 635-2211 
I I I 
RE-ELECT 
I 
;'~ 
TALSTRAJ=k X 
To cOUNCIL 
Beef, Pork, Lamb, 
Turkey, Fish & Dell 
at • 
Overwmtea 
All this week Nov, 13 to 1 7 
I ~ • 
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Christmas Seals are a matter of life [t breath. 
: • • __  , I' n ~ i ~  
Resident ia l  Tree. Service 
,: ~' +Trimming +To~lng 
~. ,e , .  ~ +Removing 
~ ~ Fully experienced, 
~ ,,[ Ilcenced & Insured i 
~ !~ FREE ESTIMATES 
;i~: .~ ~~ . ] 
~i= 847 2447 (Smlthers)  3212 KALUM 
Furniture Repair and Refinishing 
Smooth  Sa~]~ng CustomAutolnterlors-VanConverslons 
• Custom Quilting of Fabrics 
to the j~ P ioneer  Upholstery 
Herald! ~ 635-9434 
Weekdays 9 - $ 
Other hours by appointment 
Claudette Sandeckl 3901 Doble Rd. 
PHONE 635-6357 Since 1973 Terrace, B.C. 
NO W OPEN. 
 LEX, S BODY SHOP 
in the old McEwan's Shop 
(Across from the Sklena Hotel) 
4513Gre ig  635-2326 
VAN'S OONTRAOTING 
Furniture RepBir 
o Restorations, Hope Chests ~ ClstOla Hide Furniture, Rlfiiishil| 
, General Doildiel Contracting' 
3i 2510 S, Kalum 635-6595 Terrace 
6,qV E teq ises 
MUSIC FOR ALL OCCASIONS 
Waynl Jig.all4 
Days t35.t~]S -. Ernle 63S.9',IS3 
NORTHWEST PiPE ! pOP S +' 
JNO EQUIPMENT LTD. l m-aw.o. 
PIPE, P ~ ' ~  SUPPL I 'VE S-- P%MPS. ~ m ~  ~. , , . ,  
HOSES NUTSAND BOTTS FENCING i 
WATER SOP TENERS AND MORE PIZZA WAGON. 
5239 Keith Avenue - Near O C Hyclro I Pizza and sub-buns delivered to your door 
635-7158 hot • from the oven. 
BILLIARDS & AMUSEMENTS 
================================================================================ 
WE ALSO SELL, SERVICE • REPAIR ALL YOUR 
HOME BRUNSWICK PRODUCTS. 
32i3 KALUM STRLL I 
IERRACE B C PHONE63S.2473 
FALL SPECIAL 
C G H Industrial Cleaning October17 tO Hlvlmhlr 11 3 ~  
Ltd. Wi.  any or . r  for Pizza of ~L00 and Ul~, !~ 
order a 9" pine of your choice Mr l/j price. 
"WE TRAVEL - -  YOUR HOURS" 
- Steam Cleaning and Pressure Washing : h i l l  r45-3414 :yD, 
PMme 638-1634 or 635-3545 "Free delivery Tuesday to Sunday L'ifr'~5"33~6 i°'" .,t,~ i~ s~-~ ~p~*, ~,, :~:'" ^ "~ 
Closed Monday . . . .  ] ~s~ o , ;-, ~vo~.  
. • ~:". ' L ~ .*'.i-,;" : 
SWIFT}/' THRUWA Y 
MUFFLERS 
.. ~ Winter Months 
'.-'+~ Nov, - Feb, 
8 :30 a,m,.- 5:00 p,m 
Closed Sunday & Monday 
638-1991 3010K Kalum Street 
Plumbing - Heating • Commercial Servicing 
Residential - Indu|trlel . Specializing Gas Fitting 
end Sheet Metal Shop 
Charlie Belanger 
PLUMBING & HEATING LTD. 
'Unique Bathroom Boutique' 
4414 LAKELSE AVENUE `  
P.O. Box $,14 PHUNE 135.9319 
TERRACE, B.C. VIG 405 OR 635.9320 
Install • Service Gas, Wood • Oil Furaeces 
ARE YOU READY FOR 
THE COLD WEATHER? 
"WE CLEAN" 
CHIMNEYS -- FURNACES " FIREPLACES 
BOILERS RESIDENTIAL or COMMERCIAL 
COMPLETE FORCED AIR HEATING SYSTEMS 
We Offer the most efficient way of cleaning your entire 
heating system by using a PRO-VAC Residential. 
• Commercial.end Industrial Mobile Power Vacuum 
Unit. Also Introducing the new method of utilizing 
compressed air for positive action. 
"Our service gives positive and efficient results" 
Call the PRO.VAC people today and a t  for yourself. 
Phone: 
Terrace 635-6292 
" Kltlmat 632-2466 
Pro.Vac Industries 
Can. Ltd. 
Serv ices  D iv i s ion  
Klilmat.Tarrace, B.C. 
tO F I,~,¢.10NA |. 
CARPET & FLOORING 
INSTALLATION 
YOU SUPPLY WE INSTALL 
' " " " ' 431-1891 
.,.,~.: :., i.:.:.,! ~"~ 
FREE : . . . . .  
TERRACE mL GIFT CERTIFICATES 
For these Items 
, hoar teeth ,boar clam 
, wolf teeth • beaver teeth 
, Boose or deer altlars Is~ngteor ~r~ 
Available at the front desk of the 
T UCE mL . 
¢hL  
TERRACE, B.C. 
FHONI  Ik15.9252 ANYTIME 
Ready Mix Concrete, Sand, Gravel, Top Soil, Drain 
ROck, Patio Blocks, Concrete Gravel, Bags of Cement, 
I/4 Yard Concrete Mixer Available for Rent. 
WE DELIVER SATURDAYS 
PHONE &tI . I tU 
F.J.N. READY MIX  
Constructlen Ltd. 
Pkiat Off Krumm Read 
GLACIER 
L 
A 
S 
4411 LiliOl AVOlle 
Terrace. B.C. 
A Complete Glass and 
Aluminum Service 
I~OW IN TERRACE 
O & L PAINTING 
Interior. Exterior. Rnldentlal. Commercial 
Specializing In Sand Blasting end Industrial Coatings 
FREE ESTIMATES 
Phmq~ 43S.4,~9 ODD NICOLAYSEN 
EASTSIDE GROCER Y 
UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT 
Open 7 days a week 
with Jerry b Marg 
to serve you 
WEEKDAYS 0-11 WEEKENDS 9.11 
4438 LAKELSE AVE. 83S.2104 
YOUR FRIENDLY CONVENIENCE STORE 
STARBOARD 
-RCK YACHTS 
SAN JUAN 
31' to 3V  Sal lbeatg 
& Accessories 635-3om 
Ken Hanson 
) 
) 
I 
) 
! i  
q I I I 
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SPORTS 
TWO GOALS 
Hull leads Jets 
Bobby Hull hadn't shot a Wednesday night, scoring 
puck in anger at National two goals as the Jets edged 
Hockey League goalteaders their old WHA nemeses, 
in eight years. 
And it appeared the 
Golden Jet, saddled with 
contract squabbles, never 
again would get the chance 
to play in the league that he 
stormed through at a record- 
setting pace for 15 years with 
Chicago Black Hawks. 
Hull, whose name was 
synonymous with Score, 
jumped to the World Hockey 
Association after the 1971-72 
season and gave the 
credibility it needed to get 
started. 
The WHA folded last year, 
bat Hull had watched its 
demise from the stands 
while missing most of the 
year with injuries and an 
apparent dislike for tbrmer 
NHL hardrock John 
Ferguson, who arrived as 
general manager of the Jets. 
But with the departure of 
the WHA, rumors abounded 
that Hull wanted to return to 
I-~rtford Whalers, 3-2. 
The performance over. 
shadowed for most of the 
12,736 fans at the Winnipeg 
Arena the game winner by 
Peter Sullivan and the 
euphoric performance of 
Hartford gositender John 
Garrett. 
In other games Wednesday 
night, Toronto Maple Leafs 
triumphed 7-2 over St. Louis 
Blues, Anders Hedberg 
scored twice to lift New York 
Rangers past Detroit Red 
Wings 3-2,  Vancouver 
Canucks padded their lead in 
theSmytheDivision with a 5- 
2 decision over Chicago 
Black Hawks and Minnesota 
North Stars romped 7-2 over 
Quebec Nordiques. 
Jets 3 Whalers 2 
Hull, playing his fourth 
game since returning to the 
Jets, admitted he tried to 
crack the lineup before he 
was ready I . . . . . . . . . . .  
NNL 
WALES CONFERENCE 
Norris DIvlsiwl 
Wk T P A P 
Montreal 9 4 3 63 4S 21 
Los Angales 8 6 3 75 74 19 
PlttsburSh 5 5 3 46 48 13 
Hortfor0 4 6 5 45 47 13 
Detrolt 4 S 2 40 44 10 
Adams Division 
Boston 9 2 3 54 3S 21 
Minnesota 9 3 3 74 53 21 
Buffalo 8 $ 3 53 43 19 
Tcwonto 8 7 I 65 56 17 
Quebec 5 S 2 46 52 12 
CAMPaELL CONFERENCE 
PIWick Ulvlsion 
Phlls 12 1 1 65 45 25 
Atlanta 7 6 3 62 50 17 
Rangers 8 S 1 71 73 17 
Islanders 6 6 3 57 52 15 
Washington 4 10 2 50 69 10 
=' 
i 
He had played cautiously Punch Imlach if they didn't 
in his first three games, shake a prolonged sc~lng 
taking few shots and never slump, have tallied 28 goals 
r~lly unwinding for one of in their current win streak. 
tzis patented end-to-end Rangers 3 Detroit 2 
rushes. Hedberg also drew an 
"I was unfair to myself .assist on the game-winning 
and unfair to the team, goal by Steve Vickers after 
trying to force myself into 
the lineup as quickly as I 
did," Hull said. "Really, I 
shouldn't have been getting 
into the lineup until about 
nOW." 
Maple Leafs 7 Blues 2 . 
Dave WiBiams and Paul 
Gardner each scored twice 
as the Leafs stretched their 
current win streak to four 
games and the new Kid Line 
accounted for two more 
goals with rookie Laurie 
Boschman counting his 
fourth goal in as many 
games and John Anderson 
adding his third of the 
season. 
The Leafs, who had been 
• threatened with a wholesale 
the Rangers had blown a 2-6 
lead. Red Wings goaltender 
Rogie Vachon was flat on the 
ice and out of position when 
Hedberg slid the puck across 
the goafmouth to Vickers. 
They call it Steve Viekers' 
"office," a space three or 
four feet to the left of the 
opposition's goal. When the 
veteran left winger is on duty 
there, and his game is at top 
form, he scores most of his 
goals from "the usual 3.5 
feet," as he puts it. 
Canucks 5 Black hawks 2 
Don Lever scored twice 
and assisted on another 
score by linemate Curt 
Fraser as Vancouver pulled 
into a six-point lead atop the 
Smythe Division. The less 
sbakeup by general manager dropped Chicago into a 
Mighty  Mouse  
a mother?  " 
PRINCE GEORGE, B.C. 
(CP)  - -  Mrs. Elaine 
Nahrgang isn't your average 
Canadian housewife and 
mother of two children. 
She's the former Mighty 
Mouse -- Elaine Tanner -- 
who a decade ago was 
harvesting a flock of medals 
for Canada in international 
swimming competition at 
the Commonwealth Games, 
Pan.Am Games and the 
Olympics. 
Today, she's a happy 
housewife and mother, living 
a rather low.key lifestyle, in 
sharp contradt to her high 
profile of the 1960s when she 
was the teen-age darling of 
the swim set, 
In 1966, at the age of 15, she. 
captured four gold and three 
silver medals in the Britich 
Commonwealth Games at 
Jamaica in bath individual 
and team events, She set a 
world record at that time in 
the 220-yard butterfly. 
A year later at Winnipeg, 
she added two gold and three 
silver in the Pan.Am Games 
and in the 1968 Olympic 
Games at Mexico she earned 
two silvers for Canada. 
"Athletics has taught me 
so much about life that it's 
hard to know where to 
begin," says Mrs. Nahrgang. 
"One of the most imporoant 
things that I have learned 
from athletics is the value of 
self-discipline. 
"Sure, swimming was a lot 
of work and sacrifice but at 
least for me it wasn't bed 
because I loved what I was 
y •  
boys go into (compet|uve) 
swimming and join a 
swimming club when they're 
old enough ... because 
swimming ave me a lot of 
opportunities that I'm 
grateful for and I think it 
would be good for them, 
too." 
She says she might con. 
sider coaching her own- 
children,, although that 
might present some dif- 
ficulties. 
Regardless, she will 
always be remembered as 
the Mighty Mouse  of 
Canadian swlmming.Thcse 
memories were rekindled for 
some last summer when she 
was the pace swimmer for a 
Lot0 Canada swim across 
Lake Okanagan near 
Eelowna. 
T ,elve 
/ 
/ 
".,  
Caught in action in 'Vagabond Skiers' is.Diane Buyer 
of Vail  
go ls Ski film at 
in third R.E .M.  Lee 
At the beginning of the Local skiers will get a 
taste of the action when the 
film Vagabond Skiers is 
premiered at the R.E.M. Lee 
Theatre at 8 p.m. on Dec. 1. 
TheS0-minute film by Dick 
Barrymore features 
'vagabond' skiers from 
• around the world, from 
France to New Zealand. 
Included in the colour film 
season, the Juvenile team 
wasn't sure it was going to 
enter tim Terrace Com- 
mercial Hockey League. 
Right about now everyone 
else wishes they hadn't. 
In their last five games, 
the Juveniles have outscored 
their opponents 48-16, last 
night beating Westond 14.4. 
The Juveniles Soored nine 
are sequences of double back 
flips, triple back somer- 
saults and other skiing treats 
such as powder skiing by 
helicopter in Nevada. 
Tickets for the show are 
available in advance from 
Sundance Ski and Sports, or 
All Seasons Sporting Goods. 
Tickets can also be pur- 
chased at the door. 
the NHL and play out his 
career in Chicago. Unable to 
work out a suitable swap 
with the Black Hawks, 
Ferguson declared that if 
Hull played again it would be 
in a Winnipeg uniform. 
Hull, now 40, didn't finish 
negotiations with the Jets 
until well into the season and 
began working out only two 
weeks ago. He was obviously 
laboring the first couple of 
starts, but it was also ap- 
parent from recent outings 
that the old form was 
returning. 
The Golden Jet finally 
broke into the goal column 
I 
STAT S I three.way tie for seonnd with doing." goals in theth i rdper iodto  Ref t view :NHL Winnipeg and St. Lou is .  Shesaysdiseipiinetoaches nail down the win, while 
Wnatend got three in the ~ w o n  e) I III Smyms Olvlalon North Stars7 Nordiques 2 
Vancouver 7 S S 60 53 19 Tim Young doubled his 
Wlnnipeo $ e s 36 6o u scoring production for the 
C~11¢8S0 4 7 S. sg, 49 13 year with two goals as 
St. Louis S 9 3 45 63 13 
Edmonton 3 9 4 S4 72 10 Minnesota climbed into a tie 
Co, oracle 3 10 2 43 ST e for the Adams Division lead 
Wanasdsy Ra|uils 
Toronto 7 St. Lools 2 
NY Rangers 3 Detroit 2 
Winnipeg 3 Hartford 2 
Vancouver 5 Chicago 2 
Minnesota 7 Quebec 2 
with Boston Bruins, both 
clubs with 21 points. 
The North Stars raised 
their home record to 6-0 and 
have lest only once in their 
last 10 starts. The Nordiques 
were without offensive stars 
Marc Tardif .and Robbie 
Fterek for the contest at the 
Mets Centre in Bloomington, 
Mien. 
TonlsM'| Games 
Edmonton at Philadelphia 
Atlanta of Buffalo 
Washington st Boston 
M~tresl et Colorado 
Plflsburgh at LOS An0eles 
Capitals make changes 
LANDOVER,Md. (AP)- the American Hockey Edmonton Oilers, the former He met with the players at 
Washington Capitals of- League. He assumes his ceach said he may bave been a suburban Washington 
ficials' unhappy with the duties tonight when the to blame for the team's motel immediately upon his 
National Hockey League Capitals meet he Bruins in defeat, arrival. 
team's progress this season, Boston. Saying the team was A job in the NHL has been 
have named Gary Gram-at Green's replacement at neither over-worked nor 
26 the youngest coach in with the AHL club will be over.confident, Bellsle said uppermost in Green's 
priorities since he left 
Tuesday night: "Maybe I Peterborough Petes after 
lost this one. I don't know. 
I'm befuddled somewhat, leading the Ontario Major 
Junior HoCkey League club 
to the Memorial Cup 
championship last season. 
He was lured away from 
Peterborongh by the 
Capitals last June far a 
reported $50,000 a year for 
two years with the promise 
that the Washington job 
would be his. The contract 
also called for a car, an 
apartment and an open-end 
expense account. 
NHL history-to replace Doug Gibson, the club said. 
Danny Belisie. The previous distinction 
in announcing the. for youngest NHL coach had 
belonged to Claude Ruel, 
who was 31 when he became 
coach of Montreal Cansdiens 
during the 1969-70 season. 
Ruel is currently director of 
player personnel in the 
Montreal organization. 
Belisle, 42, was hired just 
48 hours before the opening 
of the 1978-79 season. He 
replaced Tommy McVie. 
After Belisle's last game 
with the club, a 5-3 loss to 
dismissal of Belisle as coach 
Wednesday, general  
manager Max McNab said: 
"Management is very dis- 
appointed with the progress 
of the Washington Capitals 
so far this season and has, 
therefore, decided a 
coaching change is 
necessary." 
Green, a native of Tillson- 
burg, Ont., had been 
coaching Hershey Bears of 
I'm doing everything I can, 
but once the game starts, 
you can make very few 
mistakes behind the bench." 
The Capitals, with a record 
of 4-10-2 for 10 points, are at 
the bottom of the tough 
Patrick Division. 
"I don't feel nervous," 
Green said Wednesday in an 
interview with the London 
Free Press. "I haven't had 
time." 
Hawks, supersonics win 
points as Washington 
defeated injury.riddled 
Chicago. Dandridge sank 13 
of 10 shots, grabbed 10 
rebounds and dished off four 
assists while scoring 30 
points in his best all-around 
performance of the young 
season.  
Celtics I15 Pistons Ill 
Larry Bird and Cedric 
Maxwell helped Boston build 
a 23-point lead after three 
periods as Boston beat 
Detroit for its seventh vie. 
John Drew of Atlanta 
Hawks felt a big tap in the 
small of his back. Actually it 
was more like a thump. 
"He did it intentionally," 
said Drew. "The films 
showed that." 
Drew was talking about his 
scuffle with Utah Jazz's 
Adrian Daniley during the 
Hawks' 100-97 National 
Basketball Association 
victory Wednesday night. 
The Hawks were trailing 
66-61 in the third period when 
a person to "apply yourself 
and, ff you do that, you'll be 
surprised at what you really 
can accomplish." 
Her swimming career cap. 
tured the spotlight because it
,was a case of a diminutive 
teenager battling huge odds 
and becoming a sports hero 
for an entire country. 
" I  can't describe the 
• feelings that went through 
me whe~ I stood on .the 
podium at the Olympics," 
she says. "It is a moment 
that you savor and it lasts a 
very long time. 
, "I remember thinking I 
did it for my family, my 
country and for myself too. It 
was a fantastic feeling, but 
you have to go through it to 
really.appreciate i ." 
She met her husband inn 
while attending the 
University of Alberta in 
Edmonton and they have 
lived in this central British 
Columbia city for the last 
seven years, with inn and 
Elaine running a sporting 
goods store until recently. 
Mrs. Nahrgang says she 
enjoys being a mother -- 
Scott is 4 and Shannon 1½ 
and it's important to her to 
be at home with the boys, at 
least in their early years. 
'WWbat l'd like to do is 
combine motherhood and a 
career as well as I can," she 
says. "I want o get the meat 
out of life and I think this 
year would be a good time to 
get into sports again." " 
She says something alone 
the lines of a job as a sports 
coordinator would he just. 
fine. 
• Both children are naturals 
Golden State Warriors 133- 
92, Washington Bullets 
trimmed Chicago Bulls 118- 
105, Boston Celtics turned 
back Detroit Pistons 115-111, 
Phoenix Sun tripped Indiana 
Pacers 104-100 and Seattle 
SuperSon ics  routed  
Milwaukee Bucks 136-117. 
In between boxing, they 
also played some basketball 
in Atlanta. Dan Roundfield 
scored 30 points and Eddie 
Johnson added 25 to lead the 
Atlanta offence. Six of 
in the water, she adds, which 
tory in eight games, just might get her back into 
Suns 104 Pacers  100"  the pool. 
Walter Davis hit 12 of his "But I definitely don't 
21 second-half points in the want o be one of thoue pushy 
fourth quarter -- including morns. I wouldlove to see the 
two free throws with four 
seconds left -- to spark 
Phoenix over Indiana. 
Sonics 136 Bucks 117 
Dennis Johnson's 27 points 
helped Seattle wallop Mil- 
waukee with a seasou-high 
point total. The victory was 
the Sonics' seventh in their 
last eight starts. 
same wide-open period. 
The Juveniles took a 2-6 
lead in the first period on 
goals by Warren Crick and 
Doug Middieton, who added 
three more in the third 
period. They extended their 
lead to 4-0 on goals by Chris 
Reneerkens and Darcy 
Mallet, before Weatend 
managed their only second 
period marker at 10:58. 
The Juveniles went up 5-2 
before the end of the second 
on Mallet's first goal of the 
nigh1. 
The third period was a wild 
one with 12 goals scored. 
Doug Ritchle scored at 2:25 
for Juveniles, Wnstend's Eel 
Euverman and Gord B~. 
tham made it 6-3 for 
Westend, and then the 
fireworks really started. 
Juveniles cored seven goals 
in eleven minutes to put 
away Westend. 
Terry Olson, Middleton 
twice, Crick, Mallet, Larry 
Nordstrom and Jim Rigler 
put them up 13-3 before 
Westend managed to get 
another goal. Euverman got 
his second of the game at 
18:30 of the third, but Mid- 
distort got one more with just 
58 seconds left in the game to 
restore the 10-gone margin. 
Middieton ended up with 
four goals and two assists to 
lead the attack, with Mallet 
getting two goals and three 
assists, Crick getting two 
and two, and Nordstrom also 
with two goals and one 
assist. Ritchie gathered in a 
goal and three assists. 
Twelve of the fourteen 
Juveniles had points in the 
game. 
films-Gau, t mr 
OTTAWA (CP) -- If Of- 
• tawa Rough Riders want to 
intimidate the officiating 
crew in Saturday's Eastern 
Football Conference final 
against Montreal Alouettcs, 
they will have to yell from 
the sidelines like everyone 
else. .. 
That's the n~essage Jake 
Gandsur, commissioner of 
the Canadian Football 
League, has for Ottawa 
coaches who complain that 
Montreal blockers clip and 
use their hands illegally o, 
every punt return. 
The officials will not view 
any films before the game, 
Gaudaur said in an in- 
terview. 
Ottawa defensive coach 
Bob O'Billovieh wanted to 
show officials filmed proof of 
illegal Alouette actions prior 
to the game to try and 
prevent Montreal defensive 
back DEckle Harris from 
burning them as he has all 
season. 
- -  I 
10 % OFF ALL MEATS 
Beef, Pork, Lamb, 
Turkey, Fish & Dell 
at 
Overwaitea 
All this week Nov. 13 to 17 
ANNOUNCEMENT 
VICTOR P. HAWES, Optometrist 
wishes to announce that he has moved his 
• office to the Skeena Mall• For appointment 
please phone 
635-2229. 
Dantley appeared to hit 
Drew in the back with the 
ball and the two exchanged 
punches. Both players were 
given technical fouls and 
ejected. But the officials 
changed their minds and 
allowed Dantley to remain in 
the game. 
The fight seemed to inspire 
the Hawks, who outscored 
the Jazz 18-6 and assumed a
lead they never lost. 
Dantley wound up with 28 
points but only one field goal 
after the fight. 
In other NBA action, 
Houston Rockets defeated 
Johnson's points came in a 
last-minute, 10-point Hawks 
flurry that locked up the 
game.  
Rockets 133 Warriors 92 
Calvin Murphy scored 20 
points, including 10 in a 
breakaway first quarter, as 
Houston routed Golden State 
to extend its winning streak 
to five games. The victory 
masked the longest winning 
streak for the Rockets ince 
they won nine games in a 
row in March 1977. 
Bullets 118 Bulls 105 
Bobby Dandridge and 
Elvin Hayes combined for 50 
NBA STATS I 
Eastern Conference Chicago 4 14 .223 9:/a 
Atlantic Division Utah 2 14 .135 101/: 
W L Pet.GEL Pacific Division 
Boston 11 3 .7S6 - -  k~ Angeles 13 4 .750 - -  
Philadelphia 12 4 350 ~ Portland 13 S 32| 
New York ? S .~7 4;/~ Pheenlx 11 4 .647 t~,'= 
Washington 6 I .462 4,/2 Seattle 10 6 .6g$ 2 
New Jersey S 10 .333 61/2 Golden State 7 II .#,451 41/= 
Central Divlsien Sen Diego A 12 .S33 7 
ASSents 12 6 .~7 - -  Wednascliy's Results 
San Antonio 9 7 .563 2 aoston 115 Detroit 111 
Houston 7 I .500 3 Atlanta IM Utah 97 
Indians 8 l0 .44d 4 Washington 110 Chicago 105 
Cleveland 6 11 .353 $I/~ Houston 133 Golden State 92 
Delrolt 5 10 .33:3 S'/2 Pheenlx 104 Incllona I00 
Western Conference SeeHia 136 Milwaukee 117 
Midwest Division tsn l lM ' l  Games . 
Milwaukee 13 4 .76S - -  LoS Angelus at Kansas City 
Denvar 6 It .353 7 New York I t  Son Antonio 
Kansas City 6 11 .35S 7 Denver st Golden Stlte 
Hockey hope dim 
says Harris 
TORONTO (CP) -- 
Canada's hopes of icing a 
hockey team in the next 
decade capable of beating 
the Soviet Union are remote, 
says former Team Canada 
coach Billy Harris. 
"They (the Soviet Union) 
have got 658,000 players and 
their objective isto form one 
strong national team," 
Harris told a hockey seminar 
at York University. 
In contrast, Canada's best 
talent is found in the 
National Hockey League 
where, "the NHL president's 
Job is to develop 21 strong 
teams," Harris, a former 
NIIL centre who now is 
hockey coach at I aurendan 
University in Sudbury, Ont., 
said. 
"I hate to say it and I hope 
l'm wrong but in the 1~0s, I 
don't see Canada putting to. 
gerber a hockey team that 
can beat he Soviets," 
NHL president John 
Ziegler told the Wednesday 
night seminar that 
Canadians should not feel the 
quality of hockey in this 
country is declining. 
"You take the Soviet 
national team and an all.star 
NHL team and any coach 
could interchange those 
players without much dif. 
ficulty," he said, "But you 
take the 4OO or so NHL 
players and the 400 beet 
players over there and 
there's absolutely no com- 
parison. 
"Instead, thongh, there's a 
creeping in/eriority complex 
that Canadians are getting 
about heir hockey. There's 
nothing to be ashamed of, 
though. We Just don't have 
the format and, right now, 
we're not structured for that 
format." 
CYCLE 18 SLOWER 
The mo~ tokes 24 hours 
and 50 minutes to circle the 
earth, 
LEa 
WATMOU6H 
Lives in and 
believes in 
THORHHILL 
if you 
believe in 
Thornhill 
VOTE 
WATMOU6H 
